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ABSTRACT 

 
The aim of this dissertation is to prove the relevance of Hamlet through a selection of 

parody and rewritings divided into three chapters – the first chapter is focused on the 

parodies written and produced by English-speaking authors while the second chapter, 

analyses remakes and funny rewritings made by Italian authors and illustrators. 

The closing chapter offers an interesting variety of images taken from the Web with the 

aim to illustrate all the different ways in which a play and in this case, a tragedy, can be 

adapted without losing interest and significance. 

However, this research is introduced by a brief reference to the naissance of theater, its 

meaning and how this phenomenon spread and developed until the rise of William 

Shakespeare. We also included the analysis of the original tragedy aiming to give the 

reader the basic tools for appreciating all the references highlighted in the analysis of 

the selected rewritings. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
1. Theater as a Greek inheritance 

 

The greatness of the theatrical world is proved by the birth and the development 

of this art that finds its roots in the Stone Age and flourished in the ancient Greece and 

continued to evolve till nowadays.  

Since the aim of this paper is to highlight the prominence of Hamlet, the most 

controversial tragic hero of all times by analyzing some remakes inspired by the 

homonymous Shakespearean tragedy, the author will first of all provide a short 

overview on the chronological evolution and spread of the theater and its different 

genres.  

Theater can be defined as an art sharpened by the Greeks as it started to develop 

around the V century b.C. and because of its rich background, critics continue to 

investigate about the nature and evolution of drama. Aristotle, for example, has been the 

first to examine tragedy and epic poetry by introducing two essential concepts for 

understanding the power of staging performances in Athens; the first concept is the 

mimesi - from the Greek µίµησις, to imitate – and the second, catarsi – κάϑαρσις, 

purification.  

Since tragedy was a collective experience involving all the polìs - πόλις, city – and it 

was staged during the Dionysus celebration, all the people living in the polis considered 

going to the theater to be fundamental for their lives as the tragic performances were 

sources of inspiration for a collective reflection on the culture. The myths staged were 

metaphors of what was happening inside the city and themes chosen aimed at 

stimulating the audience to think about a possible solution to the questions expressed in 

the tragedy.  

In the past, the task of the theatre was to indicate to the population the way they 

had to behave through a sum of experiences and its goal was to delete the evil and the 

mistakes intrinsic to the nature of men. 

Since at that times there were some objective limitations that hindered the possibility to 

collocate the myth in a specific place and time, the lack of these guide lines was 

balanced by a deep introspection inside the mind of the characters and thanks the self-
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exploration, actors could involve the audience in a deeper way as all the spectators 

could share the feelings and the passions expressed on stage.  

Mainly considered to be a characteristic of the Latin theatre, the performances 

staged were often very explicit and the content was sometimes strong and violent.   

Among the main representations often defined obscene, the performances of mimes 

silently helped the culture of the Roman theatre to survive and leave some prints until 

the Middle Age.  

These travelling performers, despite all the repressions imposed by the Church, 

succeeded in finding some places where to act like, for example, in small popular 

comedies or fairs.  

Thanks to their catchy songs often enriched by an accurate choice of words that made 

their works easy to remember, the minstrels started to be a constant character inside the 

court of the local noblemen. Although they used to offer their favours and work for the 

local rulers, they were absolutely free to wander and to move from one court to another.  

The themes of their songs were often the narrations of the adventurous deeds of a hero, 

fairy tales or praises in honour of the landlord. When performing inside a court, the 

minstrels or jesters – a term coming from the ancient French word menestrel, a variation 

of the Latin ministerialis which meant somebody in charge of a specific duty – set their 

exhibitions in front of the banquet where the place of honor was held by the master.  
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2. Evolution of the scenic space – from courts to Playhouses  

 

From these small firesides, the English theatre diffused in a very few time and 

between 1576 and 1642, the passion for this pastime saw a staggering growth according 

to the statistics given by Masolino d’Amico1. 

The playhouses were public spaces specifically built to host spectacles and it is thanks 

to James Burbage that these structures came to life. He was a carpenter and 

businessman who in 1576 built The Theatre and twenty years after, in 1596, The 

Blackfriars Theatre. These structures looked alike amphitheatres and even though the 

playhouses were built without roof, the stall was covered and the audience could enjoy 

the spectacle standing up on their feet.  

 

 
Picture 1: A perspective of Elizabethan theatre 

 

	

																																																													
1	 Si calcola che intorno al 1605 […] le presenze a teatro fossero di 21.000 alla settimana. A 
quest’epoca la capitale era dotata di almeno quattro o cinque grandi playhouses in grado di 

ospitare fino a 2000 spettatori ciascuna. Masolino, d’Amico. Storia del teatro inglese. Pg. 18, 

Roma (1995) ed. Newton Compton 
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3. The flowering of the texts. William Shakespeare 

 

Son of a merchant, Shakespeare made his debut around 1592 when the playhouses 

were dominated by the University wits and their writing rules. 

The Bard gave life to his career as a hopeful actor for some of the local theatrical 

companies where, little by little, he revealed his talent while working now and then on 

the plots of the plays. Immediately his style and ideas showed to be innovative and even 

though Shakespeare was still at the beginning of his career, dealing with different 

genres such as the chronicle plays, he broke the ground with tragedies like Titus 

Andronicus, Henry VI and Richard III.  

The fame surrounding William Shakespeare is recognized all around the world and the 

materials inherent to his life and his works are plenty.  

The reason why the author decided to write a dissertation concerning the parodies of 

Hamlet, one of the most quoted tragedies ever, is because of the universality of the 

Shakespearean works.  

As already mentioned, a lot has been written with the aim of explaining the sense of 

some choices made by Shakespeare while depicting his characters and their actions but 

it is possible to say, that a lot more has still to be written.  

 

4. The Shakespearean critics. From the XVII century onwards 

 

From the XVII century onwards the critics surrounding Shakespeare and his 

writings, have always been uproar of opinion, a continuous flowing of ideas and 

interpretations. 

Despite some initial negative attacks judging his style wild and rough, the popularity of 

the Shakespearean plays were sooner compared to the greatness of the Classical age and 

yet in 1623, Shakespeare was prophetically defined to be ‘not of an age, but for all 

time!’2. 

 

 

																																																													
2 Ben, Johnson. To the memory of my beloved, the Author, Mr William Shakespeare: and what he hath 
left to us. 1623 
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Above all, the main source of study, which was literally puzzling his contemporaries, 

critics and writers was Hamlet. Meant to be the quintessential tragedy of the non-action, 

the protagonist persists throughout the five acts in doing nothing despite the request of 

his dead father to revenge him.  

Since its debut, the interpretation of Hamlet and its critical analysis has came 

under continuous metamorphosis. Constantly influenced by the opinions of the main 

western culture exponents, the debate born around mid XVII century, grown up until the 

end of the XVIII century, can be divided into three main branches; on one side 

Shakespeare labeled as a rough writer due to the absence of the Aristotelian rules in his 

works on the other side, Shakespeare is appreciated in spite of his unconventional style 

which, however, does not completely convince the critics and to conclude, the 

supporters of the real Shakespearean nature independent from the Aristotelian rules.  

Thomas Rymer for example, is one of the many accusers who blamed the 

Shakespearean writings for moral indecency due to the absence of the poetic justice 

considered to be essential on stage. Further on, the language itself was often defined 

obsolete and misleading.  

Despite some initial negative approach to the verses of Hamlet, the popularity of this 

tragedy never succeeded in darkening Shakespeare and his talent. In the XVIII century 

in fact, the roughness of the Shakespearean genius represents the cornerstone of this 

new critical wave.  

The Shakespearean nature becomes art and the audience is now aware of Shakespeare 

as leader of a literary revolution.  

The contradiction behind this phenomenon stands in the anomaly of his style, which is 

totally new and cannot be compared to anything produced before. 

 

[…] è proprio nell’associazione del genio con la mancanza di letture e 

esempi da imitare che si identificano le cause della grandezza di un ‘wild 

Shakespeare’ […] Shakespeare diviene portabandiera di un rinnovamento.3  

 

																																																													
3	Giuseppina, Restivo – Renzo S.,Crivelli. Tradurre/Interpretare Amleto. Pg.22, Bologna (2002) ed. 
Clueb 
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Regardless the enthusiastic idolatry of Shakespeare, Hamlet continues to be source of 

critics and linguistic revisions. Voltaire, for example, in 1761 points at the choice to 

blend tragic tones with comical scenes while the famous actor David Garrick in 1772, 

completely rewrites Hamlet by modifying some acts and eliminating some scenes 

thought to be wrong or inappropriate.  

The tragedy which still continues to fuel the aim to figure out its real meaning, makes 

Hamlet the quintessentially tragedy.             

 

There is perhaps no tragedy in the English language better adapted to the 

purpose of a travesty than ‘Hamlet’: and from its being so frequently before 

the public, so very generally read […] it is, more than any other, calculated 

to give a travesty its full effect […] 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

The following paragraph is going to motivate the choice of Hamlet as source of research 

for this dissertation that in the second part, is meant to undertake a critical journey 

among some of the most artful parodies inspired by the Danish tragedy. 

 

5. Hamlet 

 

As asks the title of an essay written in 1935 by John Dover Wilson, what happens 

in Hamlet? the most obvious answer that readers could give after a superficial reading 

may be nothing! and according to what happens through the verses of the tragedy, this 

answer cannot be denied but it is the stasis of the protagonist that holds the key to the 

success of Hamlet. To continue, this tragedy is based on silence, negation and absence 

and this may explain the need to fill in the spaces considered by the reader to be empty. 

Through the verses Hamlet is asked by the ghost of his father to revenge him and 

to continue, in this way, to reign guaranteeing the continuance of his dynasty. Despite 

the authoritative request, Hamlet seems incapable to act for something he does not fully 

knows and understands.  

He cannot accept to be the puppet manipulated by a vision that states to be the ghost of 

his death father.  
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The revenge, further on, would not be authentic as Hamlet would only be the mean 

behind it as the decision to kill Claudius is imposed by a ghost that declares to be his 

father. And, to continue, how can he trust the ghost? Is the thing really his father? 

Hamlet does not belong to this vengeance.  

From this point onwards, Hamlet is absorbed by his thoughts all addressed to the 

comprehension of the order he was imposed. His thoughts look for the reasons behind 

the choice of acting and this pursuit demands time to think and hesitate.  

Inside this whirlwind of hesitations, diffidence and requests to operate in a specific way 

to please somebody else, Hamlet finds his safety valve by acting. He dispels the 

incapability of revenging his father by performing it since Hamlet is not what he 

performs and inside the tangle of his representation, Ophelia appears as a source of pure 

and honest love. But Hamlet is incapable of love and Ophelia is not meant to take part 

in his play. 

What entangles Hamlet is the incapability to really understand the signs, words are 

unreliable and for this reason the only human activity that is not polluted by the 

skepticism is the theatre, a privileged mean of truth: 

  

[…] è proprio il suo essere istituzionalmente simulacro, il suo essere 

apertamente finzione, che salva il teatro dalla condizione di falsità che 

caratterizza tutte le altre rappresentazioni umane.4 

 

In this spasmodic effort to understand which should be the better path to follow, 

whether to act in some way or not, Hamlet can be seen as the precursor of Sherlock 

Holmes or Agatha Christie as the Danish prince is looking for specific proofs and 

evidences that can help him to understand what is happening and consequently, how he 

should act and who he really is.  

Hamlet is further on doubter and his main source of doubt is offered by the words every 

character says and despite his cautios behaviour, Hamlet uses the words to mislead the 

character he talks to and for this reason, plenty are the figures of speech Shakespeare 

uses to characterize the sentences pronounced by Hamlet.  

																																																													
4	Keir,Elam. Hamlet. Pg. 30, Milano (2014) ed. BUR classici 
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Anthitesis, oxymorons and repetitions of the same words but used to indicate different 

meanings, are all defined by a double sense.  

Hamlet shows through the tragedy to be like a chameleon as he adopts a specific 

register according to the character he is talking to though his ability to change has to be 

perceived by the audience as a warning, symptoms of the truth which often blurred and 

hidden under layers of tricks. 

This amount of words can be interpreted as an incitement for the spectators or readers to 

pursue an auto-critical path of reflection and look inside our mind what is happening; a 

path that can be compared to the catharsis, like in the ancient Greece. 

Hamlet just like all the Shakespearean heroes can also be seen as a paradigm of the 

modern age, as the talent of Shakespeare may be summed up in his skills to depict great 

histories involving polyhedral characters. Together with the style that was totally brand-

new, the greatest innovation introduced by Shakespeare is the accurate psychological 

definition of all his characters.  

Differently from the Greek representations where the characters were often stereotypes 

representing the good side or the bad side, in Shakespeare each speaking part is unique.  

For this, the distance between the audience and the stage is shortened since spectators 

stare at the actions of men and women like them and in this way, they are encouraged in 

looking at their inside. This innovations spread by the Shakespearean poetics, 

consequently finds its cornerstone in the addresser of the tragical representation as in 

the past, the debate had to be among man and divine forces while in Shakespeare, the 

debate is centred on the man himself.  

 

6. Hamlet as adaptation of the Gesta Danorum 

 

 After having introduced the elements meant to be useful for the reader to 

appreciate and comprehend the main thread of this research, the next step goes straight 

forward to the heart of it: the introduction of some of the uncountable parodies of 

Hamlet and how this genre found its success. 

The story of Hamlet itself seems to be the echo of the Gesta Danorum, an essay on the 

story of Denmark dating back to 1208.  
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Sharing with Shakespeare the deeds of Amleth, a legendary character belonging to the 

Scandinavian mythology, some chapters of the Gesta and Hamlet almost look alike; son 

of Gerutha and Horwendill, murdered by his brother Feng, Amleth, worried to be the 

next victim, starts to pretend to be mad and dies on a battle camp. 

Shakespeare may got to know the story of Amleth thanks to the French translation of 

the Saxo’s story provided in 1570 by François Belleforest in his Histoires Tragiques.   

It can also be argued that Shakespeare found inspiration for his tragedy while reading 

the Spanish Tragedy by Thomas Kid as elements like the play-within-the-play to catch 

the murderer and the presence of a ghost asking for a vengeance, seem to connect the 

tragedy of Kid to the Shakespearean plot. 

Shakespeare elaborated from the past, the embryo of what he then transformed into the 

character who inaugurated the Modern Era by anticipating its conflicts and 

contradictions.   

The reader may agree in defining Hamlet as a demanding reading due to the substance 

of the themes developed and the many philosophical connections or the words, that are 

often ambiguous and misleading as the main part of the action develops inside Hamlet’s 

mind. 

As this tragedy is built on hundreds of layers and it is quite complicate to discover each 

of it without having carefully read different kind of literary analysis, Hamlet constitutes 

the perfect source of inspiration for parody remakes.  
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7. Andrew Dickinson and a globetrotter Shakespeare 

 

The inspiration for this research came from an article posted on The Guardian by 

Andrew Dickinson, a critic who released in 2009 his Rough Guide To Shakespeare.  

The article entitled From Globe to global: Shakespeare voyage around the world dates 

back to the 25th of September 2015 and it focuses on the kaleidoscope of works that 

reinterpret tragedies like Hamlet or Macbeth.  

It can be said that Vishal Bhardwaj’s Haider (2014) will not say much to anyone even 

though it is the title of a recent Indian Hamlet set in Kashmir and further on, not all the 

readers may be aware of the existence of a manga comic entitled Much Ado About 

Nothing, echoing a famous Shakespearean comic play. These are some drops of the 

ocean containing all the multicultural revisions of popular Shakespearean tragedies and 

comedies. To clearly explain the importance and the values of these adaptations, the 

words written by Dickson will perfectly suit:  

 

Even if these Shakespeare are different from most British versions, so what? 

They are no less valid. Every performance of a play in whatever language is 

itself a form of translation – an attempt to interpret and reanimate sparse and 

often enigmatic texts. And in encountering the plays in modern Hindi or 

Arabic or Yoruba, non-English-speaking audiences get to experience a 

Shakespeare who is – as the Polish critic Jan Kott once claimed – genuinely 

a contemporary. 5 

 

The aim of this introductive part of the essay is to highlight why the tragedy of Hamlet 

is still today a source of questions, a kind of enigma which continues to puzzle the 

academic world and not only. 

The introduction will further on help the reader to better understand the main theme of 

this research that will focus on the analysis of some parodies of Hamlet, an evident 

proof of the fame surrounding this timeless tragedy.  

 

																																																													
5	Andrew, Dickson. ‘From Globe to global: a Shakespeare voyage around the world’. The Guardian, 25 
Sept. 2015. Web 28 Oct. 2015 
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8. Chronology of the first parody remakes 

 

The first attempts, in chronological order, made to modify the original Hamlet and 

adapt it to the audience, which had obviously different preferences from the 

Shakespearean time, date back to the XVII century.  The plot was frequently shortened 

as some parts considered to be minor and not essential, were cut out and the language 

and the metric was changed.  

In 1772 David Garrick, considered to be one of the greatest actors of the XVIII century 

and learner of Samuel Johnson, staged a distorted version of Hamlet. 

Supporter of a neoclassical form of theatre, Garrick left out the funeral of Ophelia and 

the conspiracy against Hamlet, just to quote a few. Further on, the conclusion is 

completely changed as the King wants Hamlet to be arrested for having chosen to return 

to England and here Hamlet wounds him. Unfortunately there are no writings proving 

these changes so, we have to rely on statements of critics of the time and Garrick 

himself: ‘I would not leave the stage till I had rescued that noble play from all that 

rubbish of the fifth act…’6 

 As specified before, these alterations were the product of a specific cultural trend that 

considered the original Shakespeare not fit for the audience of the time, but this habit to 

upset the body of the tragedy will see its dawn at the beginning of the XIX century. 

It is however useful to make some distinctions between adaptations and parodies.  

The works made by Garrick and other of his contemporaries – Voltaire, for example   

The body of the tragedy is radically changed and the meaning too while the adaptations, 

determine the outline of a new text using as scheme the original text through explicit 

connections without the necessity for the reader to know the original source of 

inspiration. While on the other side, in order to grasp the sense of a parody and enjoy its 

satirical imprinting, it is often essential to be aware of the connections with the 

referential source. 

 

 

 

																																																													
6	David, Garrick. His private correspondence with the most celebrated persons of his time; with notes. 
And a new biographical memoir of Garrick : Volume 2, pg. 126, London (1832)  
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These three different operations of changes belong to a specific century and starting 

from the XVII century, the first attempts to modify Hamlet can be classified as 

alterations intended to satisfy the exigencies of a new audience after the Puritan 

parenthesis. While in the end of the XIX century and in the XIX century flourish 

adaptations and to conclude, the XIX century is the cradle of parodies.  

According to an article7 written by professor Loretta Innocenti, there is no reason why 

parodies came to life in this specific period.  

The big majority of the nineteenth-century parodies are pastiches – from the Italian 

word pasticcio, a typical dish characterize by many layers of different ingredients so, an 

ensemble of blended elements – full of silly songs and distortions contributing in 

weakening the original tragic tone. Needless to say, the language was further on filled 

with quibbles and bad language.  

This attempt to modify the original plot and to set it wrong, it is a typical feature of the 

travesties – falsifications of dignified matters through ridiculous style and language.  

However, every way of re-writing a text despite its serious or comical aim, highlights 

some elements that were left aside and consequently, further characteristics are added at 

the interpretation of the original source of inspiration and by doing so, its attractiveness 

is restored.  

The parodies that the author has chosen to analyse and discuss about in the following 

chapters,  

may offer to us a new point of view to discuss about Hamlet and maybe, a new way of 

reading the tragedy and appreciate its controversial nature. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
																																																													
7	Non credo vi sia una regione rilevante, ma è vero che, a parte pochi esempi novecenteschi, tutte le 
parodie e i travesties di Amleto si concentrano nel XIX secolo […] Taken from: Loretta,Innocenti. 
Hamlet’s transformation: adattamenti e parodie, pg. 60 (1989) Biblioteca teatrale n. 13/14/15 
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9. Introduction to the parodies 

 

The notoriety of Hamlet, both as a character himself and both as a whole tragedy, 

can easily be measured by the tons and tons of the rewritings, analysis and 

interpretations coming from all around the world.  

Thanks also to the great expansion that the English empire reached between the XIX 

century and the XX century, the Anglo-Saxon culture spread and carried with it the 

milestones of its baggage and Shakespeare of course, belonged to this rich heritage.  

For its complex nature and intricate development, Hamlet stimulates the curiosity 

of all the readers stumbling upon its lines. The fascinating succession of enigmas, 

wordplays and misunderstandings gives to the tragedy a catchy allure so every reader 

feels like an investigator who wants to decipher the meaning hidden between the words. 

The fame of Hamlet, however, lays behind the apparent apathy of its main character, the 

homonymous young prince who has a specific interest in theatre and philosophy.  

Shakespeare gives life to a complicate character difficult to understand, an intellectual 

who fills his speeches with philosophical connections, literary references and theatrical 

metaphors.  

Because of the complexity of this tragedy, the reader may need to complete the 

reading with an appropriate analysis of the text as the tone is undoubtedly high and 

intricate.  

Facing the reading of a book fulfilled with polished quotations and implicit connections 

can make you feel powerless and the excitement of a new reading completely looses his 

appeal for this reason, but not only, thousands of writers decided to lower the tone of 

the text by overturning the essence of Hamlet.  For doing so the effort to shake the story 

of Hamlet, privileges to flavour the most tragic moments with a desecrating tone. 

 

‘La parodia […] interviene sulle convenzioni che contraddistinguono i 

generi e si inserisce dissacratoriamente nella stretta interdipendenza del 

piano tematico e del piano formale che ne consente la coesione e ne 

rappresenta la caratteristica più evidente’8 

 

																																																													
8	Mirella, Billi. Il testo riflesso: La parodia nel romanzo inglese.  Pg. 74, Napoli (1993) ed. Liguori 
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Every kind of comic remake puts its success on the popularity of the original text as the 

funny element overflows from the mocking of the most crucial scenes.  

This tragedy left tangible traces in every artistic field such as the theatre, cinema and 

comics too and it has become one of the most popular tragedies ever and this is the main 

reason for its being an unlimited source of inspiration for parodies. 

To support once again the popularity of Hamlet, a compelling example from the 

everyday language can help us with the expression ‘Hamlet’s indecision’. This way of 

saying refers to a difficult decision to make because of its inextricable solution and this 

emphasizes popularity of Hamlet that soaked the everyday language and culture by 

overstepping the world of dusty books. 

Starting from the most quoted hemistich ever, ‘to be or not to be’ has often bees used in 

every kind of advertisements and commercials.  

 

 
Picture 2: A popular board game for kids echoing the Shakespearean lines 

 

From being the words representing one of the most solemn moment of the tragedy, to be 

or not to be has by now became a common linguistic cliché. 

I think useful to precise that a parodist rewriting of text does not imply a loss 

regarding the subject and the intellectual interest of the initial subject. Some remakes 

may be trivial while many others deserve our attention because they mark the path 

towards new points of view for analysing and understanding Hamlet.  
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The material selected for this dissertation has been chosen according to the relevance of 

the parodies that I have read about in different books and academic articles.  

The decision to focus this thesis on the parodies of Hamlet is my personal contribute to 

the genius of Shakespeare which, by the way, does not need any further proofs to be 

justified.  

With his style and innovative ideas, he reinvents the scenes introducing elements like 

melancholy, doubt, the never-ending research of the sense of life and the ambition of 

power that are typical elements of the modern Existentialism.  

As student of an English course, I cultivate my personal interest in literature in the best 

way I can and this theme is the beginning of a process of growth, both professional and 

both from a more intimate point of view since through the lines of this paper, I will also 

try to express my personal opinion and activate some critical opinion as a result of my 

five-years-path graduation. 

The field of parodies implies the need to face comical rewritings and funny 

revivals which sometimes may be perceived as superficial but once overstepped this 

kind of literary prejudice, reading or watching a parody can stimulate your mind and 

critical sense that can lead you to appreciate, in this way, Hamlet overwhelmingly 

known as the non-action tragedy.  

Hereby will follow the main body of this research presenting and analysing some of the 

numerous parodies of Hamlet. 

As already mentioned, significant contribute of Shakespeare to literature is recognised 

as universal since his writings offer a kaleidoscopic gallery of characters that present a 

likely variety of feelings in which every reader or spectator can reflect his personal 

emotional condition feeling himself, in this way, part of the plot.  

Every section of the main body of this essay will present and analyse some 

parodies according to specific geographical and temporal division. 

The first group of parodies come from Italy while the second from England. The last 

section will be dedicated to Hamlet 2.0, that is, the digital side of Hamlet.  

However, before introducing the presentation and analysis of selected parodies it is 

necessary to clarify the problem of how correctly naming the material we analysed.  
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Since the phenomenon of adapting Shakespeare to always new theatrical 

exigencies started to develop from the XVIII century onwards, the terms used from that 

time to nowadays have consequently develop.  

We will present a travestie by John Poole and there the choice of the name will be 

explained as the border between travestie and burlesque is really weak as the difference 

is given by a few different stylistic choices. Luckily these two terms are strictly 

confined to the XVIII and XVIIII century as these were typical low transpositions of 

some of the most known tragedies of Shakespeare. As these habits to rewrite the 

tragedies in a lower tone was very popular at the time, it was not that difficult to get to 

know that the authors were often journalists who decided to include these rewritings in 

the local press.  

Daniel Fischlin and Mark Fortier decided to dedicate a specific paragraph to the 

problem of naming all these adaptations. They commence explaining that, first of all, 

they are only labels with more or less currency, connection to history, and connotations 

both helpful and misleading9. So, the choice to use a specific term rather than another, is 

of course guided by accurate definitions and explanations given by linguists and 

academics but since the field of remake, especially comic remakes, is really vast and in 

persistent change, it is sometimes demanding to make a rewriting to perfectly suit into a 

specific definition as every author is guided by fantasy and not by strict rules. 

For all these reasons, and since the matter of this dissertation is mainly oriented to 

desecrating revisions of Hamlet, we think congenial to consider our texts remakes. 

Some of them will clearly show a comic layout while some others, will present Hamlet 

from another point of view without implying a funny result. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

																																																													
9 Daniel, Fischlin – Mark, Fortier. Adaptations of Shakespeare. Great Britain (2000), pg. 2,3, ed. 
Routledge 
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CHAPTER I 

 
	

English-speaking remakes 
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1. John Poole – Hamlet Travestie 

 

In the XIX century the stages of England have been the place for plenty of comic 

rewritings of the most celebre works written by Shakespeare. Similarly to burlesques, 

travestie10 implied the lowering of a topic conventionally labelled as high as their aim 

was to amuse the audience through the employ of silly songs and a language often full 

of bad words characterizing some bawdy scenes.  

However, despite the low register, their aim was not to take rid of Shakespeare but on 

the contrary, to spread the knowledge of his works by shaking the main elements of the 

original plots.  

The custom to insert these comic remakes in the weekly plan of the theatrical 

representations was generally accepted among the main actors of the time as they had, 

in this way, the chance to rehearse some major parts and further on, they were incisive 

means to convey some moral values to the audience by echoing the lines of Shakespeare 

as for a good portion of the Victorian citizens, these were valid occasions for increasing 

their knowledge about the most famous Shakespearean works. 

 The English audience really enjoyed these comic transpositions and was not that 

difficult to know that the authors of these remakes were often journalists in fact, these 

works were often inserted in the local press.11 

Of course the key for the success of these transpositions, was the popularity of the 

original source and its being suitable for a comic revision and Hamlet had all the 

elements for becoming the inspiration for a good number of Victorian playwrights.  

																																																													
10	 The reader has so far stumbled upon a good number of words related to the field of remake like 
adaptation, burlesque, parody and travestie. For this reason we find useful to give a brief but efficacious 
definition of all these terms:  the words burlesque and travestie can be used as synonyms with only one 
difference as the first genre has a more reverential and respectul tone while the second has a more 
provocative purpose. Parodies have the specific aim to often satirize a specific work or style through 
comic exaggerations and altered imitations. To explain the word adaptation we would like to quote the 
definition Julie Sanders gave in her book Adaptation and appropiation pg.18,19: Adaptation is frequently 
involved in offering commentary on a sourcetext […] Yet adaptation can also consitute a simpler attempt 
to make texts ‘relevant’ or easily comprehensible to new audiences […] This can be seen as an artistic 
drive in many adaptations of the so-called ‘classic’ novels or drama.  
In this paragraph dedicated to Hamlet travestie we intend to use both the terms burlesque and travestie as 
pure synonyms. 
11 Richard W., Scoch. Not Shakespeare. Pg.7, Cambridge (2002), ed. Cambridge University Press  
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To continue, these plays were often a mean for expressing allusions to the society and 

represent typical characters and situations of the time maintaining however the 

humoristic layout. 

What labelled this texts was a smart revolution of the elements given by the 

original circumstances deleting, in this way, the tragic tone of the scene by turning 

upside down the main points of the plot. One of the many adjustments often employed, 

was to take an austere character and making him speak like a low character using, for 

example, a rather scurrilous tone enriched with low subjects and popular themes. 12 

Very often these transpositions were defined vulgar and unrefined but it is necessary to 

keep in mind that the aim of these writings was to make the audience laugh through the 

works of Shakespeare. Their aim was not to compete with the Bard style but on the 

contrary, they longed to give life to a burlesque version of a specific tragedy and not to 

change it as if they were creating a new plot.  

In this context John Poole, on of the first playwrights of comic drama, in 1810 

wrote what can be defined as the first travesite of Hamlet, that is, Hamlet Travestie.  

Already from the introduction of his remake, the author clearly explains which are the 

goals of this transposition which is not meant to downgrade the original tragedy but in 

the contrary, to safeguard it:  

 

The objection most commonly urged against burlesques and parodies, in 

general, is, that they tend to bring into ridicule and contempt those authors 

against whose works they are directed. […] ‘Hamlet […] from its being so 

frequently before the public, so very generally read, and so continually 

quoted, it is, more than any other, calculated to give burlesque its full effect 

[…] in a work of this nature […] many parts must appear ridiculous, and 

even contemptible […] For a reader, therefore, to derive entertainment from 

a burlesque, but more particularly to be enabled to decide whether it be ill or 

well executed […]13 

 

																																																													
12	To better grasp the sense of these revolution, the reader may think to an Hamlet, famous for his 
philosophizing attitude, speaking like a docker. 
13	John, Poole. Hamlet Travestie in three acts with annotation. Pg. V, London (1810)  
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Thanks to these introductory words, the playwright gives the reader the necessary hints 

for the approach we all need to adopt for the reading of his remake and in fact, this 

burlesque is integrated in the end with a rich system of annotations, divided into 

sections and respecting the order of the acts, as it was originally meant to be a reading 

and not source for theatrical transpositions.  

The author wants the reader to face the reading in the most suitable way in order to 

completely enjoy of it and consequently, all the annotations of the text are an interesting 

source of a philological reflection since every single detail is useful for a good and 

complete comprehension of the text. 

It is interesting to notice that the publication of this travestie can be labelled as the 

watershed between the tradition to elaborate only some pieces of a tragedy, in this case 

Hamlet, from the choice to work on the whole story. As already mention, this book was 

conceived for domestic lectures and not for the stage so for this reason, all the 

paratextual elements need to be considered and carefully analysed.  

The first hint for the reader is given by the two epigraphs preceding the main body of 

the text – Quantum ab illo and Commentators each dark shun, and hold their farthing 

candle to the sun. These quotations are respectively taken from Aeneid (II, 274) and 

from Love of Fame, the Universal Passion di Edward Young.14 

The sentence taken from the Eneide, in the original work was pronounced by Aeneas in 

a dream while seeing Hector seriously injured and not brave-looking like a hero Aeneas 

used to remember.  

This reference to a classic text is here used by Poole to warn the reader between what he 

expects and what he is really going to read. Poole wants consequently to correctly 

highlight the strict connection between his remake and the Shakespearean tragedy as the 

two texts can be compared to matrioska dolls were one main element contain the 

smaller version of it.  

This travestie offers a new stylistic layout and the genre is changed – from tragedy to 

comic – and this incongruity of elements leads to the desired comical effect. It is 

																																																													
14 Lived from 1683 to 1765, Edward Young was an English poet who wrote several works like Love of 
fame, a collection of seven satires published between 1725 and 1728 
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however useful to remark that the comedy of this writing is very cautious15 and not 

openly exaggerated like in other satirical texts. 

The second quotation taken from the satyrs of Edward Young, needs to be 

explained in relation to the content of its original source. In his Love of fame Young 

criticizes the insatiable appetite of men for glory which arises from an excessive 

ambition and that often lead to wars, disasters and death. The only kind of ambition 

shared by the poet, is a positive aspiration guided by wisdom which can lead to positive 

actions that can serve other people. 

Coherently to the message Edward Young wanted to spread, John Poole inserts this 

sentence against the excessive ambition of some of his contemporary curators often 

wasting time on secondary stylistic elements. 

This annotation inserted in this book becomes metaphor of Shakespeare compared to 

the sun who enlightens the literary production with his refined style that obscures the 

weak style of the curators ridiculed by Poole. Once again this stylistic choice is a clear 

homage to Shakespeare and indicates the safeguarding purpose for which Poole wrote 

this burlesque but at the same time, he covertly conveys a personal critic.  

Inserted in a flourishing background of Bardolatry, John Poole finds necessary to make 

a clear distinction between an insulting and an amusing purpose of a burlesque rewriting 

in order to prevent any critic comment from the reader. At page V he writes:  

 

Any attempt to treat with levity the works of our immortal poet is in some 

danger of being received with displeasure […] In order, however, to remove 

those objections […] a few objections may not be, altogether, unnecessary.16 

 

 

And by humbly lowering his travestie  by defining it as unimportant subject17. This 

choice may also be seen as a captatio benevolentiae – coming from the past as part of 

public orations – inserted here with the aim to conquer the favour of the reader. 

																																																													
15	The very first lines of this burlesque, if read out-loud, may sound like a song as every sentence ends 
with a words perfectly rhyming with the following line and so on. Since the rhyme scheme is AABB it is 
easy to acquire a mechanical rhythm while reading. (seen-green, shelf-self, spleen-Queen) 
16 John, Poole. Hamlet Travestie in three acts with annotation. Pg. V, London (1810) 	
17	Ivi p. xiii 
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Once again consequently to this act of forgiveness to the reader for his humble work, 

John Poole implicitly succeeds to confirm the genius of the Bard through the implicit 

connection with the tragedy of Hamlet. To conclude, the preface has the clear intent to 

guide the reader to a reverential approach to his remake intended to have a recreational 

and tribute aim. 

As Richard Scoch in his book Not Shakespeare. Bardolatry and Burlesque in the 

Nineteenth Century, the most relevant aspect of this rewriting of Shakespeare was not 

held by the text but  by the great amount of annotations surrounding the reading: 

 

In Hamlet travestie, the nineteenth-century burlesque tradition begins by 

vigorously asserting its fidelity to Shakespeare himself. The most winning 

aspect of Poole’s burlesque, as its original critics affirmed, was not the text 

itself (a bland full-length Shakespearean paraphrase) but its richly comic 

versions of the critical notes, glosses, and emendations […]18 

 

Again, the effort made by John Poole to remark the goal of his work may be perceived 

as an implicit reference to the privileged relation that he shares with Shakespeare as 

Poole is the only writer who holds the right plan for recalling the Shakespearean 

contents in his personal rewritings.  

Even though the choice to complete a work with a rich body of annotations is not an 

innovative writing technique, the originality of this travestie is given by the smart 

world-play Poole built in order to denounce the real contemporary curators of 

Shakespeare by inserting a good quantity of notes in a fictional text which are not 

usually peculiar to this kind of text.   

What Poole really cares about is to instruct the reader and the audience to a correct and 

a healthy approach to the Shakespearean dramas that have been often subject of 

corruption by those who wanted to revise their contents.  

 

 

																																																													
18 Richard,Scoch. Not Shakespeare. Bardolatry and Burlesque in the Nineteenth Century. Pg.57 
Cambridge (2002), ed. Cambridge University Press 
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Considering this burlesque from the contents, what substantially changes is the 

narrative development of the plot modified in view of a future theatrical representation.  

The first detail changed is the beginning as the tragedy does not open with the 

apparition of the ghost but on the contrary, with the scene of the court hearing. Further 

on, the original concluding scene describes Hamlet and Laertes violently fighting while 

John Poole prefers to make the two characters elegantly rehearsing a fencing match.  

Another scene that Poole takes advantages of, is the moment where Hamlet gives a 

lesson to the actors who went to court. In his interpretation the author makes the reader 

understand that his personal opinion about the contemporary choices of rehearsing 

which was always based on an accurate imitation of the previous representations in 

order to preserve the scenic tradition.  

On the other side Poole preferred a more spontaneous technique of rehearsing emptied 

of every kind of monotonous artefact gestures, completely far from a realistic vitality 

representation.  

While the Shakespearean Hamlet put emphasis on the importance of a mimetic way of 

rehearsing – For anything so overdone is from the purpose of playing, whose end, both 

at the first and now, was and is to hold, as ’twere, the mirror up to nature, to show 

virtue her own feature (Act 3 scene II 19,22) – Poole’s Hamlet prefers to highlight the 

method of the actors implied for learning the acting rules: 

                   

                       Tho’ a talent for acting must nature impart 

                                 ‘Tis refin’d and improve’d by the lessons of art: 

                                 So I’ll teach you the rules my experience affords, 

                                 As I once had an itching myself for the boards.   

                                  […] 

                                 When speaking a speech, it an actor becomes 

                                 To mumble as tho’ he’d his mouth full of plums19 

 
 

 

																																																													
19	John,Poole. Hamlet Travestie in three acts with annotations. Pg. 28, London (1810) 	
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The reader may notice the word experience which clearly expresses the habit to lay 

every new rehearsal on a precedent version of the same.  

What makes this version of Poole a burlesque is the rhetorical strategy he employs to 

make the comic aspect prevail differently from the pre-existing remakes characterized 

by a provocative imprinting. Again, the goals of these lines are to conserve the name of 

Shakespeare and the employment of esthetical rules used to convey a correct way of 

creating a comic text.  
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2. Will Eisner -  Hamlet on a rooftop 

 

Flourished by the pen of Will Eisner20, Hamlet on a rooftop deserves the attention 

of every Shakespearean lover for more than one reason since the aim of this remake was 

totally different from all the texts analysed so far. 

In his book Comics and sequential art Eisner takes advantage of the tragedy of 

Hamlet for explaining to aspiring illustrators the reason standing behind the choice of a 

specific graphic technique like, for example, a correct division of lines between images 

convey the right pause the reader needs to respect. Here, the author explains all his 

technical competences through the power of graphic representations taking advantage of 

the vast field of theatrical gestures.   

 

 
Picture 3: Hamlet on a rooftop, page two. This excerpt is taken from the second page of 

the story and can help the reader to understand the way Eisner wanted to guide the 
beginners 

																																																													
20	Will,Eisner (New York, 1917- Florida, 2005) was one of the main illustrators of all time. His thriller 
stories tend to recreate the atmosphere of noir genre mingling irony and humour to the tragedies 
characterizing the everyday life. The Eisner award, one of the most celebre recognition in the American 
comic field, was established in his honour. 
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What the best majority of people tend to recreate in their mind when hearing the 

lines To be or not to be, is a pale young prince, often kneeling down, holding a skull in 

his hand and the aura of this image reconnected to the tragedy of Hamlet, is often 

associated to a rather static story where in the end, nothing really happens. The reading 

of this Shakespearean work, due to the philosophical and ethical themes involved, is 

often left apart or not considered as a relaxing before-going to bed- reading. The fact 

that plenty of illustrators have chosen Hamlet as a subject for their graphic remakes, 

give us a new hint on the versatility of the Dane, representing the modern man crowding 

his mind with thousand of thoughts and incapable to decide which solution can be the 

most suitable.  

Through this representation, Will Eisner fills in the tragedy with a new touch of 

liveliness justified by the modern appearance of the protagonist and the city surrounding 

him. 

As represented in picture 12, the Hamlet of this comic is drawn as a young man 

evidently living in a non-specified place but clearly belonging to our ages and this 

factor, shortens the distance between the reader and the protagonist who is wearing 

contemporary clothes and walking on the roof of a skyscraper or a house. All this visual 

characteristics catch the interest of the reader who can not feel alienated by the high 

tone of the words, peculiar to the Shakespearean works.  

The way in which the author chooses to draw the famous soliloquy, offer more than 

words can do because give to the reader’s eye a new way for interpreting the question 

and feeling part of it as here, abstraction is left apart while in the lines by Shakespeare, 

it is hugely present.  

Since the spectator of every kind of visual representation is enjoying of something 

strictly concrete, the effort of the illustrators is here very complicate as he has to 

translate into drawings the thoughts of Hamlet who is the emblem of the non-action, and 

consequently, of the nonmaterial as he distances himself from the acting in favour of 

meditation.   
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As explained in the book The language of comic21, the magic of this comic stands in the 

way in which Eisner succeeded to convey the sufferance of Hamlet, only through the 

gestures and the few words of the protagonist:  

 

Any graphic artist who hopes to do justice to this soliloquy must recognize that 

the lack of physical activity can be visually boring, that interesting physical action 

is likely to distract from intellectual action, and, above all, that Shakespeare’s 

words deserve serious attention, even in a medium where heroes tend to fight 

more than philosophizing.   

 

The challenge that every illustrator who chooses to represent Hamlet has to face, is the 

goal to fulfil all the blank spaces that the tragedy offers and give voice to all the 

thoughts that have been left unexpressed.  

Further on, Hamlet on comic is in competition with superheroes, villains and fantasy 

characters so the effort to catch the interest through this Shakespearean tragedy is 

doubled. 

Eisner’s adaptation is meant to be a guide to the world of drawings discussing the 

connection between words and images and he takes advantage of Hamlet expressing the 

words of Shakespeare through the kinetics profile of this modern character and by 

emphasizing the emotional word of the prince. The real protagonist of this Eisner’s 

story is the eye of the reader as it is immediately by the tragic allure of this man who is 

crouched in a corner reminding of the fetal position and his fists are often clenched 

down his legs. This talking anatomy accurately replaces the sense of frustration 

characterizing Hamlet and to continue, his open-wide eyes together to the exaggerated 

gestures shorten the distance to the reader who feel part of the comic and participate at 

the pain of this urban Hamlet.   

																																																													
21	Richard, Varnum – Christina, Gibbons. The language of comic – word and image. Pg. 124, Mississipi 
(2001), ed. University Press of Mississipi  
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Picture 4: Hamlet on a rooftop, to be or not to be. This scene clearly express the solitude 

felt by Hamlet who desperately hugs a chimney as if he was looking for a support for 
not to fall and be submerged by discomfort 

 

What Eisner does together with his drawing style, is to simplify and at the same time 

exaggerating all the feelings Shakespeare nailed down his lines as here the poetic of his 

style is transformed into striking postures.  

Considering the stylist choices of this comic, the story can be divided into two 

parts as in the first half, dominated by the soliloquy, Eisner focuses on the amplification 

of the gestures as this is the most emblematic moment of the tragedy and it is necessary 

to convey the feelings and thoughts felt by the prince whereas in the second part, there 

is a contrast between what the balloons suggests and what Hamlet really says. In fact, 

when speaking of suicide – when he himself might his quietus make with a bare bodkin 

– he seems to invite the reader to act as his body lean over the wall as if he had the 

intention to move and come out of the page where he is forced in. The caption following 
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this scene, is written in a bold character and seems to command us to solve the puzzle 

and with only one word, Eisner conveys the apathetic behaviour of Hamlet who here, 

gave to the reader the means to comprehend his sufferance and in the end abandons him 

releasing himself from this heavy duty.   

The detail-oriented comic of Eisner, helps us to understand how it is possible to make 

the reader conscious of the character’s feelings also by giving importance to the paratext 

rather than only focusing on the text itself. Even if the comic would be deprived of all 

the words and captions, the sense of the story would be shared at the same proving, in 

this way, the potential of images that can exhaustively express even the quintessential 

abstract concepts.  
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3. Charles Marowitz – A Marowitz Hamlet 

 

What will be the deus ex machina of this parody dated 1966, is the collage 

technique as the comic factor of this remake is given by the mingling of lines, taken and 

given to different characters according to the original layout.  

A Marowitz Hamlet is the result of a revision made by Charles Marowitz, an American 

theatre director who has been one of the most controversial and provocative producers 

of the 60’s. 

Originally elaborated for Theatre of cruelty, his vision of Hamlet is characterized by the 

break of every chronological coordinates as all the sections of the tragedy have been 

isolated and then reassembled in a total different manner, avoiding to respect the 

original development of the scenes and attributing specific replies to different characters 

augmenting, in this way, the comical final effect.  

In his Recycling Shakespeare Marowitz clearly explains which are the intentions 

standing behind the choices he made for this parody: 

 

When one assembles a collage version of the play – or an anti-narrative 

gambol through its themes and issues – one reactivates the ‘myth’ in such 

way that people are reminded of it again. The collage was not a simply and 

gratuitous exercise […] I held a very particular view of Hamlet.I literally 

hated what Hamlet stood for and still do: his loquacious moralising, which 

was only a pretext for cowardice, for inaction […]22 

 

Through his peculiar provocative but sincere view of this tragedy, Marowitz explains us 

which is the attitude we need to observe when watching or reading his A Marowitz 

Hamlet, a ground-breaking experiment of the mid-sixties he elaborated together with 

Peter Brook and the Royal Shakespearean Experimental group, trying to apply the 

Artaud’s techniques.23 

																																																													
22	Charles, Marowitz. Recycling Shakespeare. Pg. 19, Hampshire (1991), ed. Macmillan education 
23 Inventor of the Theatre of cruelty Antonin Artaud, at the beginning of the XX century elaborated these 
theatrical techniques that, despite the name, with the term cruelty he did not intend to cause pain or 
rehearse sadist scenes but on the contrary, he wanted to convey an incitement to avoid everything that 
was not essential for the representation. Artaud was convinced that both gestures, words and lights should 
have the same relevance on stage by mingling all these elements, 	
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The background that the theatrical world of London was living at the time was a 

general dissatisfaction with the word24 and all the people working and creating on stage, 

were looking for something new and revolutionary that could convey the general 

atmosphere of Hamlet but troubling, at the same time, the guide lines of the play and the  

typical features of every character. 

When reading or discussing about Shakespeare it is sometimes inevitable starting 

to talk about politics as most of his tragedies develop consequently to circumstances 

recalling both military and ruling backgrounds. Especially Hamlet and its plot develop 

over an intricate sequence of happenings that are at times connected to the theme of 

power and war. Most of the scholars but also Shakespeare’s estimators, take his works 

as a paradigm to justify or comprehend their life or to modern politics decision and it is 

against this group of people that Marowitz wants to go against through his revision of 

Hamlet:    

 

Some of the most imbecilic people I have ever met regularly burnt incense 

at the Bard’s altar construing his works into eccentric philosophies […] they 

believed, for instance, Hamlet was a grandiloquent justification for doing 

nothing […] But it does make one stop and wonder whether Shakespeare is 

really a kind of irresistible magnet only for the mad […]25 

 

To sum up, the vision of Marowitz was against this Bardolatry phenomenon as it is 

necessary to read his works conscious that have been produced more than four centuries 

ago when the politics conditions were extremely different and the society too. So, his 

aim is to flip over Hamlet depriving it of its holy aura. 

The massive employment of fragmentations and discontinuity conveys a material 

meaning to the whole parody as the theatrical group that produced this parody, wanted 

the audience to touch the madness of Hamlet, absorbed by all those thoughts who made 

him incapable to revenge his father and act as a hero.  

																																																													
24	Ivi pg. 18 
25 Ivi pg. 17,19 
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So, this continuous movement of the representation whirling onwards and backwards 

had the specific goal to grasp every single spectator and fill his mind with all the 

delusions and sufferings Hamlet felt but never tried to release. 

Hamlet belongs to the milestones of literature and for this reason Marowitz chose 

this tragedy for his collage technique as the more popular a tragedy is, the more 

immediate and thrilling its effect will be:  

 

An effective way of retelling a story whose main strands are generally 

known, is to skim its surface, re-angle its moving parts, and abstract it just 

enough to provide a new and unexpected vantage point on the original […] 

the expected militates against the arrival of the unexpected. The effect of 

novelty is […] the greatest strength.26 

 

We are now going to report some lines in order to give the reader a concrete taste of this 

parody. 

 

HAMLET: O villain, villain, smiling damned villain! 

KING: Why ‘tis a loving and fair reply.27  

 

HAMLET (Facetiously, of POLONIUS) O what a noble mind is here 

o’erthrown.28 

 

QUEEN (With POLONIUS’s corpse): Oh me, what hast thou done? 

HAMLET: Such an act  

That blurs the grace and blush of modesty  

Calls virtue hypocrite, takes off the rose  

From the fair forehead of an innocent love  

And sets a blister there.  

Lady, shall I lie in your lap?29 

																																																													
26 Charles, Marowitz. Recycling Shakespeare, pg. 33, Hampshire (1991), ed. Macmillan education 
27 Charles, Marowitz. The Marowitz Shakespeare, pg.32, London (2009) ed. Marion Boyars	
28 Ivi pg 36 
29 Ivi pg.50 
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The first two lines reporting Hamlet blaming King Claudius for the death of his father 

(Act I, 5, 106), are here completely turned upside-down as the reply of the King in the 

original plot, was a comment on the decision of Hamlet to not to go to Wittenberg (I, 2, 

121) but the contrast that these two lines produces if inserted in a give and take, creates 

a sarcastic effect as the impartial answer of Claudius clashes with the accusation that 

Hamlet moves against him.  

To continue, the second quotation of Hamlet talking about Polonius was originally 

given to Ophelia sadly commenting on the apparent madness of Hamlet (III, 1, 15) 

while the last lines, come from the scene were Hamlet judges the infidelity of her 

mother who after a few time from the death of husband, has already married another 

man. The surprising effect of this invective is highlighted by the concluding question 

that in the original Hamlet was a funny request addressed to Ophelia (III, 2, 121) before 

the beginning of the play-within-the play. 

A lot more are the unexpected elements that positively affect this parody as, for 

example, the actor playing the role of Polonius plays also the role of a clown giving life 

to misleading funny moments. In conclusion, the duel scene develops as if it was a 

rehearsing competition between Laertes and Hamlet who tells some confused lines from 

the Shakespearean tragedy and as a result, he looses the challenge: 

 

HAMLET: (Desperately rattling them off)  

O what a rogue and peasant slave am I 

O that this too too solid flash would melt 

There’s a divinity that shapes our ends, 

Frailty thy name is woman – the rest is silence. 

Judgement.30 

 

The result of this parody, as the reader may have read, is a mixture of fragments that 

despite their disordered position, succeeds at the same in giving relevance to the vision 

of life according to Marowitz, that is, a collection of happenings lost in time but 

however connected by a so-called fil rouge.  

 

																																																													
30 Ivi pg.52  
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4. Tom Stoppard - Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are dead 

 

Under the influence of the Theatre of the Absurd, Tom Stoppard in 1967, decides 

to overturn the original Hamlet by upgrading the characters of Rosencrantz and 

Guildenstern. His remake is centred on the perception the duet has of what is happening 

around them and they look unaware of their role in the tragedy. 

Despite the fact that the plot is not modified, what make this Hamlet a parody is the 

amount of absurd situations in which the two courtiers stop themselves jumping from to 

rather worthless themes to extremely intricate subjects like philosophy.  

The parody begins with the two courtiers spending their time flipping of a coin and 

contrary to every physic and probability law, the result is always the same that is, head. 

From this point onwards, the spectators start to perceive the growing atmosphere of 

alienation and for this reason, this parody has been attributed to the Theatre of the 

Absurd even though this term has to be used here very carefully as there are some 

differences that slightly changes the use of the adjective absurd. By comparing 

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are dead to Waiting for Godot it is possible to notice 

some different elements like, for example, the chronological and special definition of 

the background in which the two representations are set.  

The representation elaborated by Samuel Beckett is deprived of every special and 

temporal collocation and the two protagonists become allegorical figures while 

Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are clearly set during the Elizabethan age and they 

belong to a specified society with defined values and rules. To continue, while in 

Waiting for Godot the audience share the feeling of confusion the two wanderers 

convey through their indecision and ambiguity, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern have 

some specific tasks to accomplish. 

A detail that distinguishes this parody from Hamlet is the triggering event that gives life 

to the plot – as in Hamlet the tragedy starts from the moment in which the ghost appears 

to the Prince, in Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are dead the sequence of events is 

determined by the arrival of a messenger informing the courtiers that they have to go to 

court. This detail that Stoppard inserted in his parody, is the first hint about the vision 

he has about power – the destiny of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern is influenced by 

every decisions Hamlet takes.  
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Poole here wants to put an accent on the inexistence of freewill as Hamlet, even though 

does not succeed in taking a decision, is free to act in the best way he thinks while on 

this stage the two courtiers wait trying to hope to understand which is the source of all 

the events surrounding their lives. In Hamlet the ghost represents a specific social order 

as the request he make to his son is to restore the correct social order inside the castle as 

Claudius became king through a non-ethical process. On the other hand, the messenger 

that sends the request to Rosencrantz and his companion Guildenstern is an indefinite 

character and the two never get to understand their real task.  

Another characteristic that highlights the vision Stoppard had about the era we are 

living in, is the strength Hamlet shows to have in the tragedy in total opposition with the 

indolence the courtiers manifest all along the parody expressing, in this way, the 

inability of men to understand which are the elements influencing their lives and what 

has the destiny planned for us.  

Stoppard has completely reinvented Hamlet presenting the tragedy from the point of 

view of two minor characters and what the audience perceive from this performance is 

the deep sense of confusion Rosencrantz and Guildenstern feel while spending their 

time waiting for something they will never know. In fact, they barely get in contact with 

the other characters of the play as they have a limited access to the scenes and the 

dialogues where others are involved.  

Once again, Stoppard tries to fill in all the blank spaces left by Shakespeare as what is 

here rehearsed, is what in Hamlet was happening behind the scenes. We look at this 

parody as if we were peeking through a tiny space in the curtain.   

 

Il rovesciamento spaziale corrisponde di fatto a un capovolgimento formale 

del testo shakespeariano. Quello che ne viene rappresentato sono le elissi, i 

vuoti: ciò che lì era avvenuto fuori scena qui è direttamente on stage; al 

contrario, ciò che lì avveniva visibilmente, qui è relegato allo spazio fuori 

scena o al racconto.31 

 

 
																																																													
31 Loretta,Innocenti. Il piacere del falso: riscrivere Hamlet in La scena ritrovata. Mitologie teatrali del 
Novecento, pg.338 (2005) ed. Bulzoni 
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The only element that Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are aware of, is the transience 

nature of their lives. Both in Hamlet and in this parody, death is relevant even though 

faced in different ways – Hamlet is worried that afterlife may be as painful as life while 

the courtiers do not get the real meaning of life as they can be compared to puppets, 

manipulated by someone else. 

What has not been influenced by this misunderstanding revision of Stoppard is the end 

of his parody as we get to know something that was already been said in the original 

plot that is, the death of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. By deciding to not destroy the 

letter where they are commanded to kill Hamlet they are, ironically signing their pact 

with death.   
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5. Richard Curtis – The skinhead Hamlet 

 

To conclude this chapter dedicated to the remakes that have been produced by 

English-speaking authors, we decided to consider a rather provocative parody that has 

been written in 1981 by Richard Curtis.  

Overwhelmingly known for his comedy films – Four weddings and a funeral or Mr 

Bean’s holiday– Richard Curtis has never hidden his comic timing sometimes enriched 

with cliché or rather down to earth laughters. 

Part of four television series entitled Blackadder, The Skinhead Hamlet draws an 

absolutely concrete Hamlet who shows a rather simplistic way of talking through a 

controversial choice of words as all the parody finds its cornerstone in the utilisation of 

the word fuck and all the possible declination of this imprecation.  

To continue, all the characters seem to come from a rural background as they behave 

careless of the attitude that a prince or a queen should observe. 

In spite of the rudeness of this remake, Richard Curtis succeeds at the same in 

conveying the general sense of the story by maintaining the main turning points 

adapting them, of course, to the tone of the series it is inserted in.  

Intended to be part of a TV planning were the comic timing needed to be immediate and 

easy to grasp, The skinhead Hamlet lasts less than 10 minutes and the taste of its replies 

stands in the choice of the words that create a strong contrast with the echo of the 

solemn characters we used to read about in the original tragedy.  

This parody shows a rather simple language so it may be a sort of invitation to the 

reader to read it in the original version since, as may happen, a possible translation 

would lack of the ironic and provocative tone that identifies both Curtis’ style and the 

imprinting of this parody. Already from the title, it is possible to foresee the thick net of 

contrasts that stands behind the text as the adjective skinhead32 anticipates a total 

																																																													
32	The adjective skinhead labels a follower of a youngster movement raised around 1970 in England. 
Once settled the roots, the trend spread all through the continent and it is possible to identify its 
components from the choice of the clothes which is always composed of a black leather jacket, jeans and 
heavy boots. Further on the skinhead, origin of the name, use to accurately shave their head. Often 
coming from the low working class, the ideals of these rebellious denoted rather extreme right 
orientations like an excessive sense of patriotism and xenophobia. It is useful to remark that these 
negative ideals constitutes branches of this movement as it has originally been created with the aim to 
contrast the progressive augmentation of power of the middle class and the oppression practiced by the 
ruling class. 
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different setting from the majestic castle of Elsinore and the solemnity distinguishing 

Hamlet.  

We will now transcribe here an excerpt taken from Act I, the scene dedicated to the 

apparition of the ghost:  

 

(The battlements of Elsinore Castle) 

(Enter HAMLET, followed by GHOST.) 

 

GHOST:   Oi! Mush!       

HAMLET:  Yer? 

GHOST:   I was fucked! 

          (Exit GHOST) 

HAMLET:  O fuck. 

(Exit HAMLET.) 

 

What makes the reader laugh about this scene and in general about this provocative 

remake, is the language that the characters adopt to talk to each other. The choice of 

words may also attract a younger audience as this remake is fast to read and the 

presence of bad words inserted in the frame of what represents the quintessential 

tragedy, built on layers of interpretations and implicit cultural connections, plays down 

the solemnity of the Shakespearean tragedy keeping, even if extremely summed up, the 

correct chronological development of the scenes.  

Despite the presence of a linguistic variety that is not recommended to be used in formal 

situation, Richard Curtis depicts an Hamlet which constitutes a sort of paraphrase that 

may have be the product of any of us because reflects the tone that the majority of 

people uses to talk in familiar situations.  

To continue, the way in which The skinhead Hamlet comes to and end, is totally 

coherent with the original plot:  

 

 

 

HAMLET:   Oi! Horatio! 

HORATIO:  Yer? 
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HAMLET:   I'm fucked. The rest is fucking silence. 

(HAMLET dies) 

HORATIO:  Fuck! That was no ordinary wanker, you know. 

   (enter FORTINBRAS.) 

FORTIN:   What the fuck's going on here? 

HORATIO:  A fucking mess, that's for sure. 

FORTIN:   No kidding. I see Hamlet's fucked. 

HORATIO:  Yer. 

FORTIN:   Fucking shame. Fucking good bloke. 

HORATIO:  Too fucking right. 

FORTIN:   Fuck this for a lark then. Let's piss off. 

  

Maybe at first glance, this parody may be judged irrelevant and not suitable for a 

younger audience as it may have a negative influence on the viewers since even the 

most tragic scenes of the entire plot are mutilated and rewritten with an irreverent tone. 

But if approached with a coherent analysis of the tragedy explaining what makes 

Hamlet a so relevant work, even this parody may succeeds in attracting the curiosity of 

spectators who had never imagined Shakespeare to be funny and pleasant to read. 
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CHAPTER II 

 

 

Italian parodies 
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1. Totò - Chi si ferma è perduto! 

 

 Our literary journey inside the rich world of the parodies of Hamlet starts in Italy, 

precisely in 1960 with Antonio de Curtis, better known as Totò. Born in 1881 he was, 

and still is, the main protagonist of the Italian comedy in fact his pseudonym was ‘the 

king of laughter’ due to his personal way of making fun of reality. His comic timing 

always headed to attack reality that was often characterised by fool and unfair episodes.  

Totò mastered the stages for more than fifty years thanks to the character he sewed on 

himself, a funniness full of gestures, expressions and movements of the body that often 

made him look like a puppet – his asymmetric facial traits indeed seemed to be specially 

conceived for his career as comic actor.   

This kind of talking puppet, often based his exhibitions on improvisations and this 

choice used to increase the effect of surprise and the audience was mesmerized by his 

rapid and metamorphic style. The same spectacle was never the same since the plot was 

always a work in progress.  

His language was a continue celebration of the dialect of his hometown Naples. The 

actor never aimed at hide his Neapolitan accent and this highlighted the contrast with 

the words chosen that were often taken from a very high register trying to show off his 

being a man of the world, estimator of common courtesy and culture in fact the roles 

played by Totò often seemed, at first glance, to be level-headed and snobbish. Little by 

little the allure of a respectable person, was demolished by common places, repeated 

jokes and several attempts to show-off his being a globetrotter. 33  

																																																													
33 Totò, Peppino e la... malafemmina one of the many films characterised by the couple Antonio de Curtis 
– Peppino de Filippo, is a comedy directed by Camillo Matrocinque in 1956,  
The celebre scene of Totò and his friend Beppino arriving in Milan inside the film Totò, Beppino e la 
Malafemmina33 will give us a well-fitting example of his comic timing: Totò: è di qua?Policeman: Sì, 
sono di qua. Perchè, m'ha ciapa' per un tedesco?Totò: Ah, è tedesco? (To Beppino) Te l'avevo detto io 
che era tedesco... Totò: Eh: ho avuto un amico prigioniero in Germania. Non m'interrompere, se no perdo 
il filo. (Indicating the policeman) Dunque, excuse me, bitte schòn... Noio… volevam... volevàn savoir... 
l'indiriss...ja..  
Policeman: Ma scusate, dove vi credevate di essere? Siamo a Milano qua! […] Ma guarda un pò che 
roba! Ma da dove venite voi, dalla Val Brembana?Totò: (To Beppino) Non ha capito una parola... 
The key to this comical dialogue is hold by the cliché of the two Neapolitan tourists arriving in Milan and 
since they think to be no longer in Italy, they try to speak different foreign languages in a silly way, as if 
they were abroad.  
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The irreverent vein of the prince – Totò come from a titled family – finds fertile in the 

tragedy of Hamlet and the film Chi si ferma è perduto, will give us a taste of his comic 

timing.  

This movie released in 1960 and set in Naples, follows the vicissitudes of two 

accountants working for a transport company, Antonio Guardalavecchia and Giuseppe 

Colabona.  

The two men are trying to befriend inspector Rossi in order to gain a professional 

promotion but while Giuseppe catches the attention of the real inspector, Antonio tries 

to get to know a person with the same name. The misunderstanding is enriched by the 

fact that the wife of Giuseppe was once girlfriend of the inspector.  

The moment that echoes Shakespeare is the effort of Antonio to conquer the heart of 

Giulia, the sister of their boss.  

During a party, Antonio manage to stay alone with Giulia and while sitting in the 

garden, Antonio tries to fascinate Giulia at first by recalling Romeo and Juliet and then 

Hamlet.  

Antonio starts the dialogue trying to seduce the girl, Giulia, by comparing her to the 

Shakespearean Capulets Giulietta.  

Here there are the first lines of the dialogue: 

 

- Mi chiami Giulia… 

         -	Allora, se permette, la chiamerò Giulietta! 

- Oh! E il suo nome? 

- Per lei sono Romeo […] 

 

this effort to recall the quintessential love tragedy in order to make Giulietta to fall in 

love with him, continues: 

  

 

Giulia - Lei conosce Shakespeare? 

Antonio – Eh, perbacco! Guglielmo? A casa lo chiamavamo William! Essere           

o non essere, 

questo è il problema! Il mio problema solo lei lo può risolvere. Il resto è 

silenzio. [...] 
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Giulia – Lei pensa solo a me? … Ma lei è libero? 

Antonio – Beh, libero, in un certo qual senso, cosa vuole, tutti siamo schiavi        

del bisogno […]  C’è del marcio in Danimarca? Mah!  

 

 

This dialogue between Giulia – Lia Zoppelli – and Antonio fully responds to the 

requisite of a parody since in few lines Totò upsets the whole universe of Hamlet and 

Elsinore. 

First of all, the castle is here transformed into a garden stand respecting the ‘50s fashion 

and here the prince of the situation, just like Hamlet walking along the hallways of 

Elsinore, is trying to fascinate the charming Giulia trying to obtain from her more than 

just a kiss.  

 

 
 

Picture 5: Giulia and Antonio Guardalavecchia talking under the gazebo 

 

The contrast between Hamlet who continues to question himself about the death of his 

father and for this reason does every effort to understand what may be the better 

solution to the tragedy, is strongly highlighted by the behaviour of Guardalavecchia.  

The comparison between the two characters can be developed through more than one 

point; leaving apart the different age, the core of the laughter is given by the different 
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way of displaying their cultural background. While Hamlet embellishes his sentences 

with philosophical connections, cultural and theatrical references through a 

metaphorical and consequently, a difficult language, Antonio Guardalavecchia tries to 

show-off his frail Shakespearean knowledge using high-sounding sentences filled with 

commonplaces typical of the middle class style of talking. 

To continue, the dissimilarity grown around Hamlet and the charmer accountant 

continues to develop among the goals of the two men. The aim of Hamlet is to revenge 

is father so the deus ex machina of the entire tragedy is constituted by a respectable 

motivation which is continuously stopped and postponed more than once due to the 

meditating approach of the prince.  

On the other side what pushes Totò to philosophize with Giulia, is the aim to safeguard 

his working career and last, but not least, his appetite for love.  

The last line pronounced by Guardalavecchia – C’è del marcio in Danimarca? which in 

the origins was, Something is rotten in the state of Denmark34 – in the original tragedy 

are the words spoken by Marcellus as reaction to the great number of strange accidents 

were recently happening inside Elsinore and in general, to the negative political 

situation of the country affected by corruption.  

This is one of the most famous lines in all of Shakespeare’s works. 

When this film was released, the good majority of the spectators that made the 

choice to watch a movie with Totò, was absolutely aware of his acting style and 

language that was frequently quoting various famous works like, in this case, 

Shakespeare.  

The higher the terms for comparison was, the higher was the hilarity of the audience 

which was mainly composed by men and women with an adequate level of literacy rate 

so, the reference to Denmark has the function to hit the humour of the audience like a 

thunder. 

The author of the dialogue places in only one word – Denmark – the success of 

the comical courtship of Antonio and by transforming the Shakespearean line from a 

sentence into a question, manifests the insecure knowledge of Guardalavecchia who 

probably have heard of the tragedy of Hamlet only once.  

																																																													
34	Hamlet (1.5) - 90	
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Despite the fact that the encounter quotes Shakespeare completely decontextualizing the 

verses from the original section, he chooses these specific words that immediately 

reaches the audience and all the spectators laugh because they understand which the 

origin of the verse is and they consequently grasp the hilarious factor of the quotation.  

Although the dialogue of Chi si ferma è perduto! is placed in a completely different 

dimension in comparison to the tragedy, Totò enhances the power and the glory of this 

verse by rehearsing it only for a personal profit.  

The grandeur of the sentence of Marcelus perfectly suits the banality of the gazebo 

scenes as it helps the audience to better know Antonio Guardalavecchia and to 

consequently be careful of what he says. 

Another element that deserves to be highlighted is the kind of familiarity that Totò 

shows here to have with William Shakespeare who is here confined into the shoes of a 

servant – Eh perbacco! Guglielmo? A casa lo chiamavamo William! -.  

This effort to show a certain confidence regarding this so-called William mechanically 

manifests the naivety of Antonio who declares to be friend of a man who was born three 

centuries before.  

The reaction of Giulia who is sitting next to him is of course surprised but she has not 

enough time to realize the sense of what Antonio is talking about as she is hit by a wave 

of words.  

Even though this dialogue occupies less than five minutes in comparison to the 

other scenes of the film, Totò succeeds in expressing in a few time, the essence of 

Hamlet by completely overturning the original meaning of all the sentences he uses 

trying only to conquer the heart of the lonely Giulia.  
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2. Carmelo Bene – Amleto 

 

Our list of parodies is now making a significant step forwards right straight to the 

seventies. 

In 1961 the controversial actor Carmelo Bene makes his debut at the theatre introducing 

some significant innovations.  

Under the influence of playwrights like Eugène Ionesco and Simon Beckett – the two 

main exponents of the Theatre of the Absurd – Bene quietly move his first steps on the 

stages of some minor theatre of Rome.  

The parabola of his spectacles goes from 1961 to 1971 and Shakespeare will be an 

important source of inspiration for the growth of his intellectual and artistic 

development. 

Together with Salvatore Vendittelli35, Carmelo Bene develops different remakes 

of Hamlet. 

In 1964 the apartment of Venditelli surrounded by his creations – puppets that 

stimulated the imagination of the actor, fascinated by them and all their different 

expressions – will constitute an important source of inspiration for the scenography 

developed by Bene for his first Hamlet. 

The aim of the two artists was to put on stage an anti-bourgeois tragedy that could 

express the profound desperation of Hamlet as a man who investigates about himself.  

The reason why Carmelo Bene chose to work exactly on Hamlet is because of his being 

the archetype of the modern tragic hero. He is, further on, the first dramatic character 

gifted with such a level of awareness that paralyzes every possibility to act but in the 

same time meaningfully augments doubts.  

Due to the lack of economic sources, Carmelo Bene decides to prepare the 

scenography for his first Hamlet with only a few essential elements. What they decide 

to create is a tribunal court because in the end, the tragedy of Hamlet is a summa of not 

many actions: somebody has killed his father and his mother has married his uncle, the 

new King wants some justifications for the mysterious behaviour of his step-child, 

																																																													
35	Born in Rome in 1872, Salvatore Vendittelli is a painter, sculptor and scenographer  who will share 
from 1961 onwards, eleven years of his career with Carmelo Bene inside the avantgarde scenario.  	
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Polonius investigates about the relationship between his daughter Ophelia and Hamlet, 

Laertes is looking for the murderer and Hamlet examines his inner world.  

The feeling that Vendittelli and Bene wanted to convey to the audience, was the 

desperation of Hamlet who, all of a sudden, is thrown into a chaotic situation and he 

feels incapable to put in order what has been troubled by others.  

To sum up, Hamlet is the tragedy were indecision and doubt are constant feelings and 

this is why the young Prince feels inadequate whether to take a decision or not and 

further, to choose revenge as a solution or to leave it apart.  

The controversial Carmelo Bene had clear in mind the necessity to highlight 

through his parody all the different and intricate realities that were twisting inside 

Hamlet’s mind.  

Despite the flow of his thoughts, Hamlet analyses every detail his eyes perceive and he 

speaks a lot and even though this apparent vitality, the Dane prefers to torment his mind 

with questions and doubts without ending up to elaborate an efficient solution: E questo 

avviene perchè è un codardo, pseudo-filosofo, sedicente poeta. Egli sa sempre cosa 

fare, ma non agisce preferendo analizzare all’infinito.36   

The elaboration of all these elements helped the artistic couple to think about their 

personal version of Hamlet.  

The original plot is completely subverted as Carmelo Bene wanted to reduce the tragedy 

to a small bunch of scenes – the apparition of the ghost, the King and the Queen that 

blame each other for the apparent madness of Hamlet, Ophelia together with his father 

Polonius inspecting the possible love interests of the Prince and in the end, the hatred 

between Horatio and Laertes.  

The background chosen for the spectacle is made up of a dark room provided with an 

arch on the right side allowing the apparition of the ghost and three thrones as to 

represent a courtroom where men are judged. 

The cast chosen for this remake was a group of some important actors of the time; 

Corrado Sanni and Giuliana Rossi – who has been the first wife of Carmelo Bene – 

respectively took the role of the King and the Queen, Ophelia, Horatio and Laertes were 

																																																													
36	Salvatore, Vendittelli. Carmelo Bene fra teatro e spettacolo. Pg. 86, Torino (2015), ed. Accademia 
University Press	
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assigned to Rosabianca Scerrino, Stefano Carletti and Giacomo Ricci. Manlio Nevastri 

interpreted both the figure of the ghost and Polonius, the father of Ophelia.  

 

 
Picture 6: It goes without saying that Hamlet was interpreted by Carmelo himself 

 

The  following paragraph will move on to the analysis of the parody born from the 

genius of Carmelo Bene.  

First staged in 1961, the action of this earliest Hamlet begins very slowly accompanied 

by a low-voice speaking actor. Polonius enters together with her daughter talking in a 

whisper followed by the King and the Queen asking themselves the reasons of the 

madness of Hamlet.  

The first scene ends with the entrance of Horatio and Laertes. All the six characters on 

stage take a sit on the thrones and there the inquisition begins. 

The technique chosen for giving voice to all the actors has been used more than 

once by Carmelo Bene as it gave the adequate emphasis to the dialogue of his works: 

the voices of the six judges ends to flow into one voice through a gradual overlapping of 

them all. 

From two, to four and then six, the voices merge together in a fall of questions, 

provocations, doubts and fears. The final result offered to the scene an exponential 

growth of the pathos underlined by this continuous mix of voices. The ensemble was 

also enriched by an optimal dose of dynamism that helped the drama to flow. 
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What really mattered to Carmelo Bene was the application of the voice because 

thanks to an adequate emphasis on it, the sense of the tragic was better conveyed rather 

than through gestures or actions. The exasperate amplification of this knot made of 

voices first talking quietly, then suddenly shouted and unexpectedly softened, doubled, 

whispered and then turned off, gave voice to the sense of emptiness Hamlet felt while 

facing the his incapability to take on his fears and questions.  

Carmelo Bene was acting in every through his voice towering over the others as a 

symbol of his being the narrator, a sort of demiurge directing and planning everything 

about his personal remake of Hamlet.  

The way Carmelo Bene chooses to interpret Hamlet efficaciously conveys the sense of 

anxiety. While nervously walking up and down the stage holding in his hand a book, 

Hamlet starts to tear all the pages and throw them to the motionless judges as if they 

were all puppets – like those Carmelo used to modify inside Vendittelli apartment – 

manipulated by Carmelo-Hamlet. 

The parody continues with three couples arguing and blaming one against the 

other for the ruin of the Prince and as the screams grow louder, all the six characters 

start to beat each others up while planning the death of Hamlet by inviting him to 

challenge Laertes.  

The action is now focused on the duel between Hamlet and Laertes whose weapon is 

poisoned but despite the diabolic trick, Hamlet wounds Laertes and here the massacre 

goes on.  

In the meantime, Queen Gertrude has a sip from a chalice previously poisoned from 

King Claudius who intended to give it to Hamlet who in turn, kills his aunt. Laertes dies 

imploring Hamlet to forgive him and the last scene of this remake is centred on Hamlet 

agonizing over the heap of bodies while performing for his own to be or not to be 

becoming here the condensation of a whole life spent thinking and doubting over every 

single fact.  

This first attempt to rewrite Hamlet, is followed in 1964 by a total different 

version of the homonymous Shakespearean tragedy. The actors would have been the 

same but the main modifications would be focused on the scenography and the 

direction.  
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The layout for this new Hamlet had to be all pointed on the lecture of the tragedy by the 

six characters mentioned in the previous Hamlet. 

The scenography was poorer than the 1961 version as the stage was hosting three 

wooden steps over whose have been placed all the six bookstands.  

In this new setting, Hamlet continues to jump up and down the steps imposing his 

opulent philosophy interrupting, like in the previous remake, the chaos given by the 

tangle of words, screams and invectives that are doubled and then crossed flowing in the 

end, into a violent request for liberty symptoms of the anarchic style of Carmelo Bene. 

In this parody, he destroys and falsifies everything and the lyricism of William 

Shakespeare is completely ignored.  

Here the conclusion takes place with a scream of the dying Hamlet who refuses to act 

the popular hemistich.  

 Despite the artistic potential that this revision of Hamlet could have introduced in 

the Italian theatrical scenario, this Hamlet did not have a good success.  

What Carmelo Bene aimed at convey with this extremely personal parody of Hamlet, 

was to make a summa of all the human experiences and synthetize what obtained as 

emblem of indecision symbol of every tragic experience since life is a sort of theatre 

where we are all compared to miserable puppets. 

 

Un Amleto caratterizzato da un esasperato realismo visivo e spaziale, cifra 

stilistica di quella ‘chirurgia’ in negativo o ‘distruzione del solenne’ che 

coinvolgerà in seguito tutti gli elementi dello spettacolo. 37 

 

Carmelo Bene gave life to his most important creations during the seventies when the 

adjective avant-garde was perceived to have a negative connotation since theatre had to 

respond to specific features and the classics were glorified.  

Although the Italian audience of the time loved the classical reminiscences, it was not 

possible to ignore the breath of new influences coming from France, England, United 

States and Germany importing new stirrings to the theatre.  

																																																													
37	Gianfranco, Bartalotta. Carmelo Bene e Shakespeare, Pg.20 (2006) Milano, ed. Bulzoni  
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 The magnetism of characters like Majakovskij, Kandinskij and Büchner was translated 

from Carmelo Bene into a chaotic concept of theatre built on futuristic and surrealist 

influences. 

The development of the theatrical career of Carmelo Bene never succeed to reach great 

success, since he has always belonged to a marginal niche where his talent was 

understood only from a minor portion of audience due to his revolutionary and utopic 

ideas. What he had in mind while thinking of theatre was and will always be a great 

spectacle leading the audience over the reality.  
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3. Giovanni Testori -  Ambleto 

 

The following rewriting of Hamlet is a work dated 1972 and was meant to be a 

vehicle of protest against the impoverishment of values in a period were mass 

consumption and globalisation started to violently spread threatening, in this way, all 

the values characterizing the Italian population. 

Ambleto is a work of Giovanni Testori that, despite its being briefer than the 

Shakespearean homonyms, shields a rich background of cultural references disclosing 

the deep philosophy standing behind the controversial vision of his author.  

Inserted in a trilogy entitled Trilogia degli scarrozzanti, Ambleto opens this collection in 

a total different way from the original tragedy in fact, what is relevant to this remake, is 

the linguistic choices and the amount of moral values Testori tries to convey to an 

audience who, to his eyes, looks rather blinded by the eternal pursuit of power. 

The scenario of Italy during the 70’s was characterized by numerous protests arising 

from the population who started to ask for more rights38 and among these uproar, 

Testori feeds his ambition to give life to a new human dimension were all the living 

creatures rejoin their ancestral condition, deprived of the sense of unease produced by 

consumerism, stereotypes and homologation. 

Running parallel to Shakespeare, Testori draws an Hamlet who is the protagonist 

of a troubled personal story that lead him to materially give voice to his thought through 

a strictly peculiar language. What Testori creates, is a idiom that can be defined a 

gramelot39 enriched with words taken from French and Northern-Italy dialects. 

Due to the terms used that are often rather scurrilous and his impulsive and violent way 

of acting, here Ambleto resembles more a farmer than a prince.  

 

																																																													
38	The ages from the 60’s to the end of the 70’s, are the years mainly devoted to the asks for new rights. 
Mainly known as Anni di piombo, Italy during the 70’s has been stage of specific requests by the 
population. The student movements, from schools to universities, infects all the levels of society and in 
fact, another important revolution touches the family unit thorough the request of the introduction of 
divorce.  
39 Gramelot – a term formed by gram (grammar), mel (meler, the French translation of the verb to mix) 
and argot, vernacular -  is a theatrical language based on the reproduction of the phonetic system of a 
specific language through invented words recalling intonation, rhythm, sounds and accents. This scenic 
language is often accompanied with gestures, amplifying its fantasy nature. Source, Treccani 
encyclopaedia.  
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Although the original character of Hamlet was the engine of a new progressive wave of 

his time responding, however, to the rules of the Elizabethan censorship, this Italian 

Hamlet rebels himself against the dictates of the modern society until the deny of his 

own life. Since the name of his work – Ambleto, echoing the titles of further drama for 

music of the XVIII century, may also be the result of a linguistic adaptation which 

makes its pronunciation easier – it is possible to grasp the linguistic alteration Testori 

brings to the original tragedy. 

This rewriting can have some parodist connotations as all the characters talks and 

behave in a total different manner despite their social position. Gertrude, for example, 

gives often voice to her genuine vein: 

 

 ‘Ste gaìne! V’arevo ben dizzuto de tegnìrle serrate in della pollèra! Incosì 

m’hanno inlordato sù tutto. Anca el manto. Anca le iscarpe dorate che ero 

andata a ‘quistre ‘ positamente in del calzaturificio del Varese!40  

 

The elements that here, but also all through the lines, contribute in increasing the 

humoristic tone of the play is the presence of many extra temporal details like, for 

example, the shoe factory where Gertrude bought her shoes. 

Further on, there are many other modern ingredients that enrich the comic aspect of this 

veracious Hamlet: 

 

Essendo, come sono, re vostro de voi, ordeno e commando che da questo 

istessissimo momento tutti gli averi che sono ‘de partenenza de questa 

corona, e cioè i castelli, le torri, i forti, le fortezze, gli ori, le pietre, le azioni 

e i dinari che stanno chiavati indidentro de tutte le cazzeforti […] tutto, 

integramente tutto, passi in delle vostre mani [... ] ve lo dò imperchè anc voi 

[…] ariate da comprendere che la proprietà […] è il vermeno maledetto chef 

a andare tutto in del pus e in del marcio.41 

 

 

																																																													
40	Giovanni, Testori. Opere. Pg. 1157 (1997) Milano, ed. Classici Bompiani 
41 Ivi pg. 1227 
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This excerpt taken from a speech that Ambleto rehearses in front of the entire 

population, contains many concepts re-elaborated from the XIX century onwards. 

Here Hamlet is clearly an anarchic in fact, after having killed both Laertes and his 

mother, he becomes the new king and what he first does is to share everything with the 

population, as a symbol of degradation of everything that is material. Together with 

gold and proprieties, he downgrades all his actions, the quintessential symbol strictly 

connected to banks, the main symbol of monetary power.   

Just like the heroes of the Greek tragedies Hamlet represents the emblem of the modern 

man always absorbed by the flow of his thoughts while Ambleto, submits his body to 

the decision of his dominant mind. He takes part to a traveling company – gli 

scarrozanti – and thanks to these errant performers that constitue a mean for spreading 

this pure language, Testori realizes his linguistic revolution.  

The choice to create this new language, is the symptom of another critic the author 

wanted to convey and that is, the progressive estrangement of the population from the 

dialect which is the main element disclosing the culture of a community and region.  

In a country which was at the beginning of a global homologation, Testori was lined up 

with the defence of dialect, a mean which can rejoin men to their ancestral roots. As 

already mentioned before, the language that the author recalls for his grammelot are 

dialects mainly taken from the Northern regions of Italy that are here distorted to an 

extreme level that makes them sound strange, unrecognisable. But in this ensemble of 

linguistic pastiche, all the characters – even the Franzese speaking a language similar to 

Italianised French – succeed to understand each other like in the myth of the Genesis 

narrating about the Tower of Babel, once again an invitation to rediscover our ancestral 

and purest origins.  

To conclude, the research Testori writes about was a polemic against a society poisoned 

and manipulated by consumerism and stereotypes. What is really impressive about this 

rewriting of Hamlet is its being adaptable also to our society which, looking back to our 

past, seems to have not made any significant step forward against the hegemony of 

power and corruption.  
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4. Giancarlo Berardi and Ivo Milazzo. Ken Parker – Un principe per Norma 

 

As the reader may have perceived, the genre of the parodies chosen for this paper 

offer so far a variety that goes from comical remakes to controversial and futurist 

production.  

To increase the miscellaneous range of the selected remake, the subject of the following 

paragraph will be an Italian comic written and produced by Giancarlo Berardi and Ivo 

Milazzo from 1977 onwards. 

The story chosen for our analysis is part of a series entitled Ken Parker, a peculiar 

western comic echoing the name of the main character of the entire collection.  The 

adventures of Ken take place in Northern America during the XIX century.  

The saga starts with Ken living and working as a hunter together with his brother when 

suddenly, the two are attacked by a group of thieves who kills his brother. From this 

point onward what will push Ken to go on is the aim to catch the thieves that have 

murdered his brother.  

Published in 1985 the story Un principe per Norma remind us of Hamlet. 

The stripes of this comic are the result of two stories that are strictly connected – the life 

of Ken Parker finding himself to work for a theatrical company as a prompter who has 

to play the role of Hamlet as the actors that had this role in charge, disappear together 

with the Ophelia-actress. 

The Ken-Hamlet is now put side by side with Norma Jean, the new Ophelia who is very 

similarly drawn like Marylin Monroe, a tribute from the writers to the death actress. 
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Picture 7: Norma Jean and Ken Parker 

 

Since the technique of the comic implies the thoughts of the characters to be 

expressed only through balloons and captions, Berardi and Milazzo here apply the 

technique of the paraphrase in order to express in a short space the main point of the 

Shakespearean tragedy. 

Though this comic can be defined as a remake, the original plot is reduced and 

summarize but the story and its development is never changed or falsified. 

The story begins with an overview over Elsinore Castle in a silent and cold night only 

interrupted by the talks of some sentinels unsettled by a scary apparition resembling the 

old Hamlet. The anxious atmosphere of the guards discussing about the strange event is 

suddenly stopped by a voice-over of the director who loudly says ‘Basta così, stop! 

Tornate fuori!’ and all the actors leave the stage. From this point inwards, the rehearsal 

of Hamlet in a small village of Massachusetts is mixed with the everyday life out of 

stage.  

The authors of this comic take advantage of the director as a character to give voice to 

their stylistic choices and justify the cut that have been made. After the complain of an 

actor concerning his spontaneous choice to express on stage the difficulty to act while 

wearing an heavy armour, the director wisely replies:    
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Adattarlo alle esigenze della piazza non significa abbandonarsi 

all’improvvisazione! Se la nostra compagnia non potrà affrontare 

integralmente l’Amleto, ne darà però una versione la più fedele possibile! 

[…] (referring to the audience) è gente semplice, abituata a un linguaggio 

semplice… E una volta capito, Shakespeare arriva a tutti i cuori!... 42 

 

Through this choice, the author explains to the reader why the original story is here 

summed up and for what reason the language does not resemble the original 

Shakespearean style. It is further on necessary to keep in mind that the average reader of 

a comic is often young and chooses to read a comic with the aim to relax and above all 

enjoy of the drawing style of that specific cartoonist.  

The stories goes on with an unexpected plot twist as Evelin, the daughter of the 

director – in charge of the role of Ophelia – escapes with her beloved Robert-Hamlet. 

Suddenly aunt John appears walking side by side with Norma Jean, a silly43 young 

actress perfect to replace Evelin.  

Due to the dramatic situation that the director and his family is living outside the stage – 

Evelin, 

the sixteen-year-old daughter,  has escaped with a man who is much older than her and 

Joan, the wife of director, is pregnant and the necessity to find two substituting actors 

needs to be solved in a hurry  – places at the same level the complexity of Hamlet to the 

delicate human situation of the cast. It can be said that the authors take care of the 

structure of the two worlds in the same accurate way, going deeper in the psychological 

definition of the characters.  

It is also possible to find out some similarities between the tragedy and the life of this 

American family; Ken Parker and Hamlet share the same intellectual attitude as Ken 

shows to have learnt by heart in a few time all the lines of Hamlet he had to know for 

his role as a prompter, Ophelia and Norma are first of all connected by their choice to 

live a relationship that is not socially accepted – Norma is the partner of a man older 

																																																													
42 Giancarlo, Berardi – Ivo, Milazzi. Ken Parker – Un principe per Norma, Pg. 117 (2014) Varese, ed. 
Mondadori Comics  
43 Norma Jean embodies the young actress aiming to become rich thanks to her artistic capacities but 
through a few lines she shows to be a little bit naive. Her reply to the request to take part in the play as 
Ophelia, she answers ‘Oh, wow! What is it? A new song?  
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than her – and going on, Ken gifts Norma with a poetry book just like Hamlet to 

Ophelia.  

Once established the harmony among the actors, the narration goes back to the 

court of King 

Claudius were the royal couple is worried because of the reserved behaviour of Hamlet 

who, in the meantime, is informed by the guards about the mysterious apparition of his 

father. The group consequently decides to meet at 11 pm on the rooftop. 

After a brief interruption of the local sheriff who is investigating about the love escape 

of the young Evelin, the following pages show the departure of Laertes ready to sail and 

Ophelia who declares his father her love for Hamlet. The passage is of course summed 

up, but the equilibrium of the original tragedy is maintained as the essential connections 

of the story are kept intact.  

The plot arrives now to the representation of the apparition and here too the words are 

reduced but the dead father succeeds at the same to explain his son the reason of his 

death and the necessity to be revenged and after his advices, the old Hamlet leaves his 

son intimating the guards to keep the secret about what happened.  

What comes next is a confidential talk between Norma and Jean where the actress 

narrates her troubled past as an orphan and the lack of tenderness her hearts needs to be 

fulfilled. It is in this scene that Ken borrows the girl a collection of poem entitled 

Sonnets from Portuguese by Elizabeth Browning. 

Back to the second act of the tragedy Polonius and Reynaldo are portrayed talking 

about the necessity to control the behaviour of Laertes abroad; this scene shows a more 

refined side of Polonius as is not confined to his role of courtesan.  
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Picture 8: Ken Parker, un principe per Norma. In the last scene, Laertes manifests his 

regret for having judged Hamlet as a tombeur de femme and he is now worrying for her 
daughter who suffers for this troubled relationship 

 

Though the reader will never now how the mission of Reynaldo will come to and end, 

this passage is important because the necessity to investigate is connected to the 

condition of Ken as a fugitive. 

Consequently to a brief return to the real life where Norma clearly shows her will to 

belong to the company and work at her best, Berardi and Milazzo accurately draws the 

moment when Polonius informs the Queen and the King about the cause of the 

melancholy of Hamlet. The man shows the couple a love letter meant to be addressed to 

Ophelia written by the young Prince so they blame the sadness of the boy to the refusal 

of Ophelia.   

 The representation of the second act is concluded with Hamlet thoughtfully watching 

outside the window interrupted by the arrival of Guildenstern and Rosencrantz coming 

back from Denmark and the episode develops with textual quotations and paraphrases 
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of the wordplays of Hamlet – Già, non bisogna mai puntare troppo in altro né troppo in 

basso. La fortuna […] ha la parte migliore nel mezzo […].44  

In the original tragedy this would be the section about the monologue on quintessence 

of dust (vv. 292-310) but the authors sum it with Ken-Hamlet explaining the reason for 

his apparent lost vitality: 

  

[…] Il fatto è che da qualche tempo ho perso ogni interesse per la vita. Le 

cose che prima mi davano gioia, ora non mi attraggono più e nemmeno mi 

sento attratto dai miei simili, uomini o donne.45 

 

The scene is enlivened by the arrival of the theatrical company just like in the original 

lines (vv.- 316-319). Here the reflection of Hamlet about the new tendencies of the 

theatre is cut out but the authors tries to express the complicate effect of theatre in the 

theatre by drawing Hamlet improvising together with the main actor of the company the 

killing of Priam narrated by Aeneas and Dido.  

It can be observed that the technique of the play within the play is used from the 

drawers by representing the vicissitudes of the actors of the company trying to rehearse 

Hamlet. Although this technique is not strictly related to the staged tragedy, the effect of 

mirrors reflecting on each other is given by the reality that seems to mingle with the life 

on stage.  

Here we now arrive to the third act when Hamlet pronounces the famous lines on 

his own. The sense of the monologue is generally maintained despite the absence of 

some verses.  While staring outside the window, Hamlet is suddenly interrupted by 

Ophelia who wants to give him back some old presents and paraphrasing the verses 

120-151 and suggesting to continue the rest of her life in a monastery, the Prince denies 

to be the one who gifted her with all that objects and floods the girl with all the hatred 

he felt for her. While the two are quarrelling, we see Polonius and the King peeking at 

the dispute.  
 

																																																													
44	Ivi Pg. 157 
45 Ivi Pg. 159	
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The sequence is closed on a crying Ophelia and with Polonius and the King discussing 

about the possibility to send Hamlet in England. 

Going back to real life, things seem to evolve negatively for Ken Parker as the 

sheriff Lon Tinkle is on his trail investigating on a homicide that seem to be ascribed to 

him. Ken decides so to escape thanks to the support of the company who offers to give 

him food and everything that can be necessary to him. They however express the regret 

for his loss that will compromise the spectacle, the only source of sustenance for all.  

 The authentic representation gets back to the third act where the authors represent 

the mousetrap trick. Drawing all the strips as if they were hanged on a black wall, the 

dumb show is followed by the rage of the King who gest the meaning of the 

representation. From this part onwards, reality mingles with fiction as the scene of 

Hamlet piercing the curtain where Polonius is hidden, is immediately followed by Ken 

Parker fighting with the sheriff who his in turn hiding inside a mine. What seems to link 

here the two level of this comic, are the words of Ken Parker addressing the dyeing 

sheriff: Vecchio, sciocco ecco la fine degli intriganti! This sentence may also be applied 

to Polonius who interfered with the private atmosphere of Hamlet and the deaths of 

these two similarly negative characters happen at the same time.  

Next to the death of Polonius, as in act IV, the scene is left to Ophelia who is 

completely mad consequently to the death of her father. She walks up and down the 

stage offering different kind of flowers to all the people she meets while singing just 

like Norma, who has suddenly escaped from the company and the stripes show her 

while singing and dancing in a saloon. Here the authors wisely mix the vicissitudes of 

Ophelia to the life of Norma as the two girls seem to share the same life through the act 

of singing even though Ophelia will die drowned in a lake and Norma, will finally find 

the way for her success. 
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The last scene of this page46 is a clear tribute to the paint by Millais.  

 

 
Picture 9: Ken Parker, un principe per Norma, a tribute to Millais. It is interesting to 

notice that the name of the painter, John Everett, is the same of one of the actors of the 
company 

 

The exhibition of Norma is spaced out by Horatio while reading a letter from Hamlet 

writing about the pirate assault to his boat and how he has been treated by the criminals. 

The concluding pages illustrate the representation of the last act comprehending the 

scene of the gravediggers and Hamlet founding the skull of Yorick, a court jester. The 

curtain falls for the end of this scene and the actors discuss about the great affluence of 

people at their spectacle.  

The representation continues with an evident summa of act V, lines 6-72 while outside 

the theatre the sheriffs are trying to prepare a trap to capture Ken but he succeeds to 

escape thanks to the help of the actors.  

At pages 219, the tragedies continue with the duel between Laertes and Hamlet and here 

the tragedies evolve just like in the original plot; after the death of the Queen, Hamlet 

stabs the King to death and pages 227 ends with Hamlet drinking the poisoned liquid.  

 

 

																																																													
46	Ivi Pg. 206	
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At the end of the spectacle the company enjoys of the abundance of applauses 

while not very far, Ken meets Norma in the middle of a field and there she gives him 

back the poems book leaving him a dedication and a long kiss: Quel che ho dentro, 

nessuno lo vede. Ho pensieri bellissimi che pesano come una lapide. Vi supplico, fatemi 

parlare.  

Between the enormous variety of comics that have been drawn as a tribute to 

Hamlet – this analysis will be followed by a focus on a less complex remake – this story 

created by Giancarlo Berardi and Ivo Milazzo is worth to be read because of the 

accurate choice of words and illustrations that give to the reader, despite some cuts, the 

tools necessary to understand the whole tragedy of Hamlet and enjoy at the same time, 

of the vicissitude regarding Ken Parker.   

Though the tragedy of Hamlet is here used as a device to mingle the life of Ken Parker 

with all the other characters, the choice to represent this tragedy gives a greater depth to 

all the episodes of the story set in Massachusetts. Further on, the choice to represent 

Ophelia similarly to Marylin Monroe, through the act of singing and acting, Hamlet and 

Marylin, though belonging to extremely different worlds, become symbol of a tragic 

experience symptom of a troubled life. 

To conclude, Un principe per Norma has been chosen among the infinite list of comic 

remakes because here the Shakespearean story is the engine of the narration and the 

characters of the tragedy are not merely confined to the stage but on the contrary, they 

give new life to the actors without troubling the original source.  
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5. A Disney remake -  Paperino-Amleto principe di Dunimarca 

 

The concluding parody of this first chapter is once again a comic belonging to the 

most celebre series ever, that is, Topolino. Globally known as Mickey Mouse, the debut 

of this fantasy character in 1928 with the short film Steambot Willie claimed its global 

success. 

The tradition of reading Topolino in our Belpaese is a characteristic habitude 

belonging to the childhood of a good portion of Italian youngsters and not only, because 

very often also adults love to relax while reading about the adventures of Topolinia.  

Together to the yellow-back comic, the family of these funny comics have been 

enriched through the years with other collection often dedicated to the most important 

literary works.  

Paperino-Amleto principe di Danimarca belongs to a long collection of parodies 

echoing the classics of the international literature and Hamlet, of course, has been 

source of inspiration for this funny remake.  

Differently from the previous comic story, Ken Parker, where the original tragedy 

was generally respected despite some necessary omissions, in this Disney story 

produced by Giangiacomo Dalmasso and Giovan Battista Carpi what has been kept 

from Hamlet is only the main passages of the story but since the aim of Topolino is to 

amuse the reader, different characteristics and detail of the tragedy have been modified 

and distorted with the aim to raise cheerfulness. 
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Picture 10: Paperino disguising himself as Hamlet. Paperino disguising himself as 
Hamlet. This image let us know in advantage the comical interpretation of the tragedy 

as the skull of Yorick has been replaced by a fish tank 

 

Like the stripes of Ken Parker, this story opens up with Paperino cheerfully 

singing while taking a long bath. His performance, however, is interrupted by a mail 

where he is reminded to pay the taxes like all the good citizens. The protagonist is now 

worried because as always, he has not enough money to pay all the bills and starts to 

nervously walk up and down the room while saying ‘Pagare o tacere… O tacere e 

pagare… Ecco il dilemma! Soddisfare le brame del fisco o lasciare clandestinamente il 

paese… Questo è il problema!’47. The three nephew – Qui, Quo and Qua who always 

show to be smarter than their uncles – comment at the scene by comparing Paperino to 

Hamlet, due to their common nervous reaction to challenging situation. Uncle Paperino 

nervously admits not to know the tragedy of Hamlet and the kids get rid of him. He 

consequently decides to go to bed and he falls asleep on a book about the tragedy of 

Hamlet.  

																																																													
47	Giangiacomo, Dalmasso – Giovan Battista, Carpi. Paperino-Amleto principe di Dunimarca  (2006) 
Milano, ed. I classici della latteratura Disney 
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In the following page, Paperino wakes up being Hamlet and he immediately needs 

to solve a list of doubts like whether to eat milk and vanilla with biscuits or eggnog and 

flat bread.  

In the meantime the guards Bassotti – replacing Rosencrantz and Guildenstern – 

consequently to the order of Gastolfo he too aiming at the throne, spy Paperino because 

he shows a suspicious behaviour.  

The reader gets to know through the pages that Gastolfo is trying to block Paperino 

from becoming the King and together with Paperone, the treasurer of the castle, they 

stages the apparition of a ghost. The ghostly apparition is here represented deprived of 

all its dramatic nature as it is drawn as a flying patched up blanket all covered with 

nails. The choice to represent the ghost in a ridiculous way is a symptom of the Disney 

style as it mainly addresses its production to a very young audience and negative 

features like violence and death constitute a concrete taboo. To confirm this choice is 

further on the decision to represent in this story the theme of revenge not through a 

mortal duel but with the effort of Paperino to resist at the temptation of a rich banquet. 

We will see that the blanket was guided by Paperone so the mystic allure of the 

apparition is once again erased away. 

Despite all the obstacles Paperino had to face, together with the help of some positive 

characters like the nephews and Nonna Papera Regina, he becomes the new King and 

he is applauded by the inhabitants of Dunimarca. The festive spirit in interrupted by the 

awakening of Paperino who has to deal with the lack of money and the amount of bills. 

As mentioned before, the similitudes between the original tragedy and this parody 

are a few but is useful to notice the effort of the producers to convey the Shakespearean 

atmosphere through the stylistic choice to use a specific refined language. The captions, 

like the words chosen for the characters, are enriched with rhymes far from belonging to 

the everyday language.  
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Picture 11: Paperino principe di Dunimarca, the apparition of the ghost. The reader 
may notice the rhymes characterizing the writing style of the yellow cover and the 
language of the characters sounding refined and accurate. This scene represents the 

apparition of the ghost and the lines quoting To be or not to be. 

 

This remake made in Disney is a good example showing the effort of carrying the 

great classics to the attention of a younger audience who does not still have all the 

means to face the reading of a Shakespearean text. 

Despite the level of accuracy which is of course not very high, this parody however 

respects the main passages of the original plot and succeeds in recreating the 

peculiarities of the texts flowering from the imagination of Shakespeare. The Paperino-

Hamlet is indecisive but in an ironical way as he wastes great part of his time pondering 

about questions on food or trifles but is through his being an anti-hero that the 

producers manages to get a smile out of everybody, even the most conservative 

Shakespearean scholar. 
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CHAPTER III 
	

	

Hamlet on the Web 
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1. Hamlet on the Web 
 

The reason why this research started with the analysis of selected adaptations, is 

justified by the relevance that specific scenes like to be or not to be and Hamlet 

speaking to the skull of Yorick, acquired in the popular culture of adaptations. 

Sometimes, the classical texts are those kind of books that, by quoting the words 

of Italo Calvino48, you are reading them all over again and never simply reading 

because we have to. Works like many tragedies and comedies of Shakespeare are part of 

our cultural background also because they speak about the psychology of human beings 

and express feelings like thirst for power, love, parental affections and racial 

discriminations49.  

This concluding chapter has the focus to illustrate further adaptations of Hamlet coming 

from the Web like cartoons representing a rather technological Hamlet or brief stripes 

summing up the plot of this tragedy. 

The influence that Internet has on the spread of literature is massive as it gives 

everyone the possibility to access tons of materials about Shakespeare without 

demanding chronological and economic efforts. What can be found on the Web is 

extremely varied and access the texts of all the Shakespearean plays is very easy and by 

discover interesting and curios facts about his life, it is easy to feel the necessity to 

deepen the topic. 

The adjective popular can efficaciously describe the Internet as it is a platform widely 

spread and accessed from people of all ages and social classes and this, gives us the 

chance to connect it to the popularity of Shakespeare, both as a playwright and both for 

all of his plays. 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																													
48	Italo,Calvino. Perché leggere i classici, Milano (1995) ed. Oscar Mondadori 
49 The reader may refer to The merchant of Venice were the character of Shylock represents the anti-
Semitic theme. 
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During Shakespearean age both low and upper class members constituted the 

average audience and this means that Shakespearean materials were appreciated by a 

rather wide section of citizens. It can further on be argued that also his plays have 

specific popular characteristics like, for example the presence of minor characters like 

the Gravediggers, the Fool and the Clown. Despite their being always rather stupid and 

be reminded mainly for their comic lines, they represent the absence of every writing 

rules and the freedom to act without following specific directions. 

 

Emphasizing the unruly body and the immediacy of performance, these 

figures move back and forth between the world of the fictional 

representation and that of its audience. Some argue that they follow in a 

secular satirical tradition tracing back to the ancients […]50 

 
That is to prove once again the thesis that Shakespeare, who was not a noble man, 

always carried with him some traces of the popular culture. ‘Shakespeare’s dramaturgy 

can be seen as either a transformed tribute to popular culture and folk wisdom, or a 

sophisticated displacement of them’.51 

From a more concrete point of view, the plays of Shakespeare have always 

constituted a rather certain economic success and still nowadays, this reason supports 

the choices of many authors choosing to adapt his plays. Consequently pleasure and 

profit are still today valid factors influencing the choice to rewrite Shakespeare. 

Nevertheless adapting tragedies like Hamlet implicates the necessity to face a very long 

and intricate plot and as our age is particularly influenced by the lack of time especially 

of moments that can be dedicated to our leisure, it is not rare to stumble upon cut 

versions of Hamlet and get to know that the audience appreciate them in a better way 

than the original as the style it is often hilarious and easier to understand52: 

 

 

																																																													
50 Robert, Shaughnessy. The Cambridge companion to Shakespeare and popular culture, pg. 9, 
Cambridge (2007) ed. Cambridge University press  
51 Ivi pg.  
52 Peter Holland in a selected chapter of The Cambridge companion to popular Shakespeare  pg.28, refers 
to a comment on the amazon website left by a user ‘I never thought Hamlet could be funny until I saw it 
condensed’.  
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Most particularly, abbreviated Shakespeare makes widely varying 

assumptions about what its audience know of/about Shakespeare and what 

they assume Shakespeare to be […] often recreating a memory of the 

agonies on the schoolroom and even more frequently acting as an emphatic 

sign of the audience’s alienation from forms of high-cultural social 

approval.53 

 

It is necessary to remark that condensed versions of selected works implies a loss as 

scenes or speeches are cut off but like for the adaptations previously analysed, 

rewritings can also give us the possibility to read the plot from another point of view 

which may result more suitable for a wider portion of spectators. 

Among the enormous quantity of satirical illustrations, stripes, comics and selected 

images have been here chosen for their incredible efficacy in conveying the message of 

what Hamlet is about and why it has became a so popular subject for adaptations and 

parodies. The scenes that are generally chosen for a funny remake are those that 

originally are full of pathos like, for example, to be or not to be or the significant 

number of homicide disseminated all along the five acts. 

Thanks to this rich collection of funny adaptations of Hamlet, it is possible further on, to 

approach children that generally, do not possess the essential means for understanding 

the complex Shakespearean style and consequently, find it boring.  

Consequently comics, cartoons and adaptations proposing the typical colourful layout of 

animations connected to a more modern and technological style, can constitute a 

relevant source for approaching a younger audience: 

 

Shakespeare speaks to us from the pages of a stunning variety of printed 

materials […] the identity of Shakespearean drama no longer seems to 

shuttle solely between the page and the stage […] our imagination of 

Shakespearean drama is shaped by the forms and moods of digital culture 

[…]54 

 
																																																													
53	 Robert, Shaughnessy. The Cambridge companion to Shakespeare and popular culture, pg. 28, 
Cambridge (2007) ed. Cambridge University press	
54 Ivi pg. 228 
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This is to say that the higher is the tone of a tragedy the easier is to feel the necessity to 

downgrade its noble tone by adapting it to everyday life because Shakespeare, continues 

to play a relevant role for our cultural and the fact that to be or not to be strongly 

became part of our everyday language, justifies what we have been writing so far. 

Shakespearean literature is full of icons and Hamlet represents the quintessential 

melancholic and obscure character continuously feeding his mysterious allure.  

He talks very little and when he does, he uses a very refined language full of figures of 

speech that contribute in misleading the listener.  

Lots of authors like Marowitz, for example, could not stand the indecisive attitude of 

the Prince as this looked rather like an excuse for hiding his lack of courage while many 

others, think Hamlet to be a hero to emulate because of its being guardian of moral 

values that prevent him from hastily acting: 

 

Il melanconico è notoriamente figura simbolo dell’età elisabettiana e 

tradizione vuole che la si associ proprio ad Amleto. Come riassume 

Benjamin, ‘l’indecisione del principe’, la sua ‘acedia saturnine è lo specchio 

più veritiero di un’età in crisi’.55 

 

While Benjamin was referring to the Elizabethan age, his definition of Hamlet as 

reliable mirror of an age of human crisis can easily be applied to the contemporary 

society as it is influenced by a constant lack of values and confidence for the future.  

Even though there are still a plenty of reasons for believing in a brighter future, Hamlet 

perfectly suits our age of doubt and fear. 

While the first two chapters were mainly about reading material, chapter three 

will be focused on visual material in order to give the reader the chance to look at  other 

kinds of adaptations that will be divided into sections as the great part of illustrations 

adapt the scene of the soliloquy while others, are inspired by the scene of Hamlet 

holding the skull of Yorick. 

 

 

																																																													
55 Silvia, Bigliazzi. Oltre il genere. Amleto tra scena e racconto, pg.19, Alessandria (2001), ed. Edizioni 
dell’orso 
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Picture 12: Shakespeare confessing the truth about Hamlet 

 

Put your hand up if only once you thought the same things while facing a long literary 

analysis at high school. The great majority of works are interpreted and analysed 

through suppositions and accurate researches based on philological and historical 

investigations that are rarely based on evidences given by the author himself and for 

students the result may often sound rather confusing.    

Professor Shannon R. Mortimore-Smith speaks about his own experience teaching 

Hamlet at High School: 

 

Let’s be honest. For many students, the mere mention of the world 

Shakespeare is an invitation to revolt […] For many teachers, Shakespeare 

is taught in the classroom for the simple reason it has always been taught 

[…] Unfortunately, for many college and high school students alike, reading 

Shakespeare means feeling confused, inadequate or even stupid.56 

 

The direct experience of the feeling a professor feels while teaching Shakespeare to 

teenagers makes us reflect about the way in which Shakespeare is explained. According 

to my direct experience as a student I can say that many professors even though 

required to explain rather intricate passages or authors, succeed in clarifying the subject 

in a very pleasant way. 

 
																																																													
56 Gabrielle, Malcolm – Kelli, Marshall. Locating Shakespeare in the Twenty-first century, pg. 81, 
Cambridge (2012) ed. Cambridge scholars publishing 
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A young student which is building little by little his forma mentis and cultural 

background, needs to approach Shakespeare through materials that according to their 

age, can pleasantly provide valid reasons for being interested in the plays of William 

Shakespeare. One step after another and approach the student to an increasing level of 

difficulty, they will be less scared of the Shakespearean writing style and by his detailed 

plot. 

This image, as a consequence, gives voice to our inner thoughts that we will never say 

and the comic detail is also reinforced by the fact that we recognize a piece of us on this 

unrefined Shakespeare. 

 

 
 

Picture 13: William Shakespeare wearing the clothes of a new hotel employee 

 

The cartoonist here represented Shakespeare wearing the clothes of a hotel 

employee who is not practical of the job yet. The funny element is first of all the 

distorted phonological transposition of the line to be or not to be and the choice to use it 

as if it was the number of a hotel room. 
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We appreciate this illustration because the Bard is here confused likely to happen to 

each of us and consequently, we see him as if he was exactly like us and not the writer 

of intricate and complex plays. 

Schools nowadays are adequately provided with technological materials as in 

every structure computers are available and in recent times, the interactive multimedia 

board found great success as tool for proposing lections with multimedia supports like 

videos, pictures and songs. We are all aware of the catchy power that technologies have 

on teenagers and deciding to boost a lesson by proposing a variety of funny images and 

comics, can stimulate the interest of the entire class. 

Hereby we will provide a list of funny illustrations that may give interesting hints for 

planning a lesson about Shakespeare and Hamlet. 

 

 
 

Picture 14: William Shakespeare seeking his fortune in a popular quiz 

 

This illustration represents a woman while watching a well-known quiz where 

Shakespeare is accurately thinking about which is the correct answer to the given 

question. We all may wonder how much time he took to select the correct answer. 

Once again, we appreciate this image because the most controversial question ever is 

here downgraded and mingled with all the other questions proposed in these kind of 

quiz where generally philosophical questions are left apart.   
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Picture 15: Hamlet and the social networks 

 

From quiz to social networks, Hamlet seems to easily adapt to our modern habits. 

As explains the title, here we have an absolutely contemporary Hamlet who is rather 

indecisive about like or not a post on Facebook. It is interesting to notice that 

Shakespeare is generally represented wearing a ruff, an item of clothing worn from the 

mid-sixteenth century to the mid-seventeenth century. 

The contrast created by the clothes of Hamlet and the awareness that he is a character 

belonging to the past, makes us laugh because Facebook and all the social networks are 

synonyms of free-speech where both grammatical and grammar rules are seldom 

observed and in comparison to the language used by Shakespeare for his plays, makes 

us wonder about what Hamlet may have written in his last status update.  
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Picture 16: A fantasy Hamlet 

 

In this image Shakespeare is mingled with Star Wars through the representation of 

Yoda, the Jedi mainly remembered by the profanes for his peculiar way of talking 

characterized by the habitude to mix the grammatically correct order of the elements 

composing a sentence. Due to this characteristic of the master, the questioning accent of 

the hemistich is completely left out turning upside down the indecisive imprinting of the 

question that made Hamlet such a famous and controversial character. 

The alternative to mix Hamlet with other kind of literary success can once again attract 

many other readers like all of those who are huge fans of Star Wars who may never 

have considered the option to read Shakespeare.  
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Picture 17: The Grumpy cat shows his love for Hamlet 

 

Overwhelmingly defined as the most adorable animal on earth, here we have the proof 

that not all the cats are that lovely. This is The grumpy cat and there is a whole 

Facebook page and an Instagram profile dedicated to him. Due to his angry-looking 

muzzle, the grumpy cat is protagonist of an endless collection of pictures characterized 

by a crossed tone and coherently to its behaviour, this cat loves Hamlet as it is a tragedy 

where homicides are quite a lot. 

The cute nature of cats contrasting with the grotesque justification of this animal is 

hilarious because shakes our idea of what animal represents and the explanation of this 

love for Hamlet sounds rather surprising because there are many other main reasons for 

appreciating the tragedy. 
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The accurate psychological definition of the characters, for example, and how Hamlet 

shows to entangle his enemies through precise expedients like the Mouse-trap are all 

elements that are considered to be a concrete proof of the Shakespearean genius. 

However we must admit that Hamlet is quite violent due to numerous homicides. 

 

 

 

Picture 18: Hamlet taking a selfie 

 

This image sums up the mainly diffused habit that each of us have that is, the passion 

for taking a selfie wherever we are with the aim to let all our virtual contacts know what 

we are doing or eating.  

This illustration has an emblematic meaning because sums up the priorities of our times. 

Facebook is full of selfies and this may be interpreted as a symptom of vanity because is 

an actions aiming to show-off our life.  
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An inviting exotic dish, rather than a breath-taking sunset at the sea all have the scope to 

make our virtual friends feel envious of our life as we need to feel more powerful than 

them. All the factors that are connected to virtual fame, are highly appreciated by all of 

us and especially by teenagers which are fighting against the sense of uncertainty 

typical of adolescence.  

The term selfie is a neologism as started to been used at the beginning of the XXI 

century, simultaneously to the spread of social networks. Curiously enough Hamlet is 

taking a selfie and not a self-photograph 

 

 

 
 

Picture 19: Galileo quoting Hamlet 
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Taken from a Facebook page aiming at desecrating the milestone characters of history, 

this image represents a rather unrefined Galileo Galileo speaking with a typical Roman 

accent. His question here refers to a common Italian way of saying belonging to the 

informal register as the subtle meaning is ‘are you acting like a stupid or are you really 

stupid?’ Obviously what is funny about this representation is the accent used to give 

voice to the scientist who, despite his rough behaviour, is quoting Shakespeare. 

Here too the choice to approach two important historical characters has a double 

function as emphasises both Galileo Galilei and Hamlet as the two, are strictly 

connected by a profound passion for philosophy. 

Up to now we have seen images echoing the soliloquy to be or not to be but why 

has this question stimulated the fantasy of authors and illustrators? 

The fact that we are able to understand adaptations recalling Hamlet increases our sense 

of self-confidence as we become aware of what we have learnt through our life and 

since Shakespeare in synonym of a high-tone subject, we are proud of our capacities as 

we can feel in some way superior to those who have never heard of Shakespeare and 

Hamlet. 

On the other hand, these pleasant illustrations can be used as magnet for attracting those 

who are still reluctant about everything connected to the Bard. 

From the soliloquy we now move on to illustrations focused on the representation of 

Hamlet while holding the skull of Yorick. 
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Picture 20: Hamlet realizes Yorick to be a cow 

 

Here Hamlet is represented with slightly different features from all the others as he 

looks more like a soldier rather than a philosophe. The reason that makes us laugh is 

this absent-minded Hamlet who despite having lived many years of his childhood 

accompanied by the presence of Yorick, understands his real biological nature only after 

several years after his death.  
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Picture 21: The real Yorick had chubbier cheeks 

 

The funny aspect of this drawing is Hamlet that defines the skull of Yorick not authentic 

as the skeleton of the original one had different facial characteristics that are impossible 

to be found on a skull as our facial traits are mostly influenced by cutaneous tissue and 

facial muscles. As a consequence, here Hamlet looks rather ingenuous because he 

shows to lack of the basilar anatomy knowing  
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Picture 22: Yorick according to Cyanide and Happiness 

 

Differently from the representations given so far, this stripe is a little macabre as we get 

to know that the famous skull hold by Hamlet belongs to a living man who is looking 

for his skull. It is necessary to mention, and the title of the page preannounces the 

grotesque tone of the style, that the series Cyanide and Happiness builds the majority of 

lines on slightly violent and provocative scenes. 
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Picture 23: A chicken talking to Yorick 
 

Here are portrayed two chickens, animals that are often defined as rather stupid animals. 

The authors have represented them while discussing about Shakespeare and while one 

of the two chickens is talking while holding a skull, the other one tries to explain that it 

is rather strange to talk to a dead body. 

Illustrating famous plays through animals reveals to be incisive because has a strong 

attractive effect on children and this too, can be used as a mean for approaching 

youngsters to those works that are often perceived as challenging. 
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All the illustrations that we have proposed so far are linked by the scene they have 

adapted. The most selected moments to redraft are generally the soliloquy scene and 

Hamlet holding the skull of Yorick, but why? 

Often has been said that the soliloquy scene is one of the highest scene of the tragedy as 

the desperation felt by Hamlet is entirely released through these words.  

In only one line, Shakespeare condenses the sense of indecision that is tormenting 

Hamlet since the time the ghost appeared and at the beginning of act III, the prince 

struggles to decide whether to stoically support all the pain and misfortunes or to 

revenge his father by killing the murderer. According to Hamlet’s vision of existence, 

life is a continuous sequence of adversities deprived of every positive or happy moment. 

This is why death seems to be the only solution to the nightmare but it implies the 

capacity to be brave and face our fears as death is the quintessential synonym of 

unknown.    

On the other hand the scene of Yorick is frequently adapted as in the tragedy has the 

function to remind Hamlet of transience of life. In the play, Hamlet finds the skull of the 

death court jester after having chosen to face the duel with Laertes and there, he is 

conscious to be near to death.   

All these doubts struggling Hamlet can also reflect our personal inner questions as the 

fear of death is innate to human beings and the decision to adapt these scenes, seem to 

have the function to take rid of death by giving us the chance to feel stronger than 

destiny even though we know this is not real. 

The notoriety of these two scene is extremely relevant in fact, often these two scenes are 

mixed by representing Hamlet rehearsing to be or not to be while holding the skull 

Another way for adapting Hamlet is, as previously seen, the comic version of the 

tragedy and we would like to conclude this chapter with two examples taken directly 

from the Web. 
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Picture 24: The sound of Hamlet 
 

This stripe is taken from a website - http://goodticklebrain.com -  entirely dedicated to 

comics illustrating funny versions of the most famous plays by  William Shakespeare. 

The language used to give voice to the characters is easy to read but characterized by a 

selected timing as all the image have to be accompanied by a specific melody chosen 

and indicated by the author. In this case, the melody is My favourite things by the 

American composer Richard Rodgers.	
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Picture 25: Stick figure Hamlet 

 

Another stripe taken from Stick figure Hamlet a comic representing the entire tragedy 

through simple drawings where one character can be distinguished from the other by a 

specific detail. Hamlet, for example, is the only character with a total black bust. The 

author is Dan Carroll and decided to maintain all the lines repeating the same words of 

each line of the tragedy. 
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Often perceived as second-class reading, comics are generally discriminated from 

schools because of their simple style. But like all the adaptations we encountered, 

comics are a perfect example of how creativity can positively affect our process of 

learning as starting from an echo of our Shakespearean knowledge, we can find fertile 

ground for further lectures and encouraging in this way our critical and language skills. 

 

Five years ago I would have sooner confiscated a comic book before I 

would have allowed a student to read one in my classroom […] Far from 

being edifying, I perceived comics to be a distraction at best […] I 

discovered I was far from alone. 57 

 
This testimony given by a professor according to his personal experience as a teacher, 

reinforces the idea that we do not have to distrust alternative sources of literature like 

parodies and adaptations only because the tone is often comic or desecrating. 

All these material can be precious hints for young reader, and not only, who never had 

the necessary incitement for enjoying the genius of William Shakespeare. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
																																																													
57 Ivi pg. 82 
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Conclusion	

 
Up to now, we decided to give a specific direction to this dissertation as the aim was to 

prove that Hamlet, despite his being the emblem of seriousness, constitutes an exciting 

source for comic adaptations.  

To be or not to be, to revenge or not may all be doubts coming from an everyday person 

as each of us has to constantly face some puzzling situations regarding our being or 

decide which way to choose when finding ourselves in front of difficult alternatives.  

We started this critical journey through adaptations, from the naissance of the Greek 

theatre that during the Classical age had a relevant role for the entire society. Thought to 

have purifying effects both on soul and mind, watching a theatrical representation was 

an important moment for every citizen of the polis. 

From this accurate and refined representation, the custom to rehearse spectacle to 

entertain the audience, to convey specific moral messages or for necessity, theatre has 

always belonged to the cultural background of human beings. 

 

 

Da quanto tempo esiste il teatro? Secondo la tradizione da circa 2500 anni 

[…] Il teatro, quindi, non è solo antico quanto l’uomo, ma è anche, o 

almeno, è stato, un element indispensabile della sua evoluzione sociale […] 

ha valore di rito […]58 

 

This is to prove that if men, from every part of the world, always felt the necessity to 

release his feelings and demons through the staging of a plot with specific characters 

and themes, theatre has a powerful effect and significance for the mind of every person 

involved in the act of playing and watching a play.  

Theatre can be a source of incredible feelings and emotions and this does not happen 

only with comedies or tragedies but also, with funny remakes or rewritings of a pre-

existent plot. 

 

																																																													
58 Vittorio, Gassman – Luciano, Lucignani. L’eroe nel teatro, pg. 556 in Storia Illustrata, Ottobre 1963 
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Hamlet from Carmelo Bene, for instance, is a total different Hamlet according to the 

original play as the intention of Bene was to give life to another Hamlet. Or to continue, 

Tom Stoppard makes us access the mind and sight of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, 

here protagonist of a tragedy that seem not to care of these two lost courtiers. 

The long list of comic stripes written in praise of Hamlet gave us the chance to 

look closely at parodies that can be considered as a serious approach since irony, 

commonly described as a symptom of intelligence, can give us the necessary means to 

look at things from another point of view and consequently, refine our critical sense and 

to quote Giacomo Leopardi, chi ha il coraggio di ridere è padrone del mondo.  
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